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Fluid dynamic models of the lithosphere-asthenospheresystem are studied.
These models provide a basis for understanding driving mechanismsinvolved in
sea.floor spreading.The asthenosphereis representedas a highly viscous Newtonian
fluid that is nonrotating, Bo.ussinesq,incompressible,and nondissipative. A sequence
of two-dimensional model problems is considered in an effort to understand the
dynamic role of various energy sourcesavailable in the upper mantle. The first models
investigate the role of vertical temperature gradients and find these incapable of
generating flows in the asthenospherethat move overlying lithospheric plates by viscous
traction. By considering the combined effect of horizontal and vertical temperature
gradients, a mechanism for effecting the original breakup of large continental masses
is suggested.The dynamic role of phase changes is investigated in a series of finiteamplitude model problems. The olivine-spinel phase transition is found to increase the
amplitude of convection by a factor of about 2, and the depth at which the phase
change occurs is influenced by the convection. A final class of problems explicitly
consider the lithosphere co.upled to the underlying asthenosphereand the mass flux
into and out of the asthenosphereimplied by moving surface plates. It is found
that if the subducted lithosphere has a negative buoyancy of the order of present
estimates, the lithospheric plates will move at velocities of 1-10 cm yr-•.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Geologyhas always included conceptsof a mobile, ever-changingsurface
of the earth. The presenceof marine fossils,thousandsof feet abovesea level
in highly foldedmountainranges,requiresthe acceptanceof large-scalechanges
within continents.Nonetheless,a period of fierce controversybegan when a
meteorologist[Wegener,1924] proposedthat continentsthemselveswere mobile
and in fact that South America-Africa, once contiguous,had 'drifted' apart.
This early notionof continentaldrift was inspiredby the near parallelismof the
Atlantic coastsof SouthAmerica and Africa..The similarity of fossilsolder than
175 m.y. provided further evidencethat in the past no barrier to the migration
of speciesexisted in what today is the Atlantic Ocean. The hostile reaction with

which continentaldrift was receivedgave notice of the 50-year controversyto
come.

The debate persistedso long for lgck of new observations.It was not until
the decadeof the 1960'sthat new geophysicalevidencestronglysupportedthe
idea that continentshave changedand are now changingtheir spatial relationships.
Vine and Matthews [1963] were able to showthat the elonga•ted
magnetic
anomaliessouthof Iceland have a remarkable symmetry about the mid-Atlantic
ridge; surveysover other portionsof the mid-oceanridge systemrevealedsimilar
anomalies.If the sea floor were moving away from the mid-ocean ridges with
new basaltic lavas emplacedto maintain a continuouscrust, the new lavas
would acquire a remanent magnetization in the direction of the geomagnetic
field existinga.tthe time of their formation. It is known that the earth's magnetic

field undergoes
periodicreversalsof polarityand thesereversalswouldthus
"tag" a band of lavas formed during each polarity period. Heirtzler et al.
[1968], using the acceptedtime scale of magnetic reversals and the elongated
marine magnetic anomalies, were able to date the sea floor in the vicinity of
the mid-ocean ridges. This dating allows for estimates of recent spreading
velocitiesof the order of 5 cm yr-1. A study of earthquakeswith epicenterson

the ridgeaxis [Sykes,1967] indicatestensionalfracturingand magmaticintrusion consistentwith a spreadingocean floor. Continental drift had now become
,

seafloorspreading.
The mid-oceanridges, if considered'sources'of new surface area, require
the existenceof equally strong'sinks'; suchregionsof surfacearea consumption
are thought to exist in the island arc-deep sea trench areas of the world. Island
arcs and deep sea trenches are the site of almost all deep earthquake activity
and volcanism. Oliver and Isacks [1967], using earthquake data from the
Tonga-Fiji trench, find a 100-km seismicallyanomalouszonedipping at approximately 45ø and extending to a depth of almost 700 km under the trench. The
zone is anomalous in that the attenuation of seismic waves is low and seismic
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velocities are high relative to mantle material at similar depth elsewhere.The
anomalous material is interpreted •o be a subduc•ed slab of surface material
•ha• maintains i•s physical integrity to depths in excess of 600 kin. Similar
anomalouszonesare associatedwi•h almost all deep sea •renches, and •herefore
a sufficien•systemof sinksis proposed.
Geophysicalinterpretations leading to •he concep•of sea floor spreadinga•
mid-ocean ridges and convergencea• •renches can be integrated into a largescale kinematic model of •he earth, generally called •he New Global Tectonics
[Isa&s et al., 1968]. This model represents•he surfaceof •he earth as a finite
number of 'pla•es' whose boundaries are outlined by seismically active areas
(ridges and •renches). Figure 1 shows •he plan form of the six larges• plates
[Le Pichon, 1968] superimposed
on a map of earthquakeepicentersfor •he period
1961-1967. The pla•es are assumed6o be abou• 100 km thick and •hus include
bo•h crus• and uppermos• mantle. Continents drif• as a resul• of •heir being
embeddedin a moving pla•e. The plate material or lithosphere is considered•o
have 'significan• strength,' which implies tha• it is relatively free of internal
deformation as i• moves from ridge to •rench. The excellen• 'fit' of •he presen•
coastslines
of Sou•h America and Africa [Bullard et al., 1965.] are evidence of
this strength. The plates mus• overlie a layer capable of fluidlike flow or creep
•ha• balances •he mass flux implied by •he plate mo•ion. This layer, the
as•henosphere,
mus• ex•end•o depthsin excessof 600 km in •he viciniW of the
trenches to accommodate•he subduc•ed lithosphere. The nature of •he re•urn
flow in •he asthenospherehas not been determined by geophysicalobservations.
Figure 2 is a simplifiedcrosssectionfrom •he A•lan•ic ridge •o •he Eas• Pacific
rise, which illustrates 6he main elementsof •he new global tectonic model.
Another class of geophysicalobservations,those of surface heat flow, also
provides impor•an• evidence of •he state of •he crus• and upper man•le. Mos•
of the hea• flowing •o the surface of •he earth today is due to energy released
by the radioactive elementsuranium, •horium, and potassium [Simmons and

Roy, 1969]. These elementshave been concentratedin •he crus•, especiallyin
the •hicker continental crust. The exact concentrations of radiogenic elements

are no• known, bu• some estimatesindicate •ha• continental crus• contains up
•o 10 times more hea• sourcesthan oceanic crust. I• is therefore surprising •o
find tha• globally averagedcontinentalhea• flow differs insignificantly from the
mean oceanic value of 1.5 cal cm-• see-• [Von Herzen and Lee, 1969]. The
classicalinterpretation of •his observationis •ha• •he excesscontinental sources

are compensatedby a depletion a• depth [Bullard, 1952]. MacDonald [1963]
shows •ha6 for a s•a•ic manfie •he hea• flow data and distribution

of hea• sources

imply the existenceof bo•h vertical and horizontal •empera•ure gradients. If
one assumes•ha• •he as•henosphereis capable of fluidlike flow, •here is a con6radiction in using a s•a•ic model for calculations of •hermal s•ruc•ure, since
horizontal gradients will always force mo•ions •ha• are capable of advecting
hea•. I6 mus• be kept in mind •hat •he equaliW of hea• flow holds only for
global averages.Averagesover areas of 6he order of 10• km• can resul• in hea•
flow values •ha• differ from •he global mean by as much as a factor of 2 [Simmonsand Roy, 1969; Horai and Uyeda, 1969].
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The new global tectonics and the heat flow data give rise to many new
questionsas old ones are resolved.Two fundamental questionsare (1) What is
the nature of the flow in the asthenosphereimplied by the moving lithospheric
plates? and (2) What is the dynamicsunderlying the lithosphere-asthenosphere
system?Furthermore,if the motionsin the asthenosphere
are capableof advecting significant heat, then these motions must be consideredin any investigation
of the earth's

thermal

structure.

Clearly there is need for new models of the earth that include mass trans-

l•ort belowthe lithosphere.
Direct measurement
of this transportdoesnot
seemfeasiblewith presentgeophysicaltechniquesbecausethe velocitiesinvolved
are of the order of centimetersper year. A presently viable approachis mathematical modeling of the lithosphere-asthenosphere
system. Models would serve
at least three principal purposes: (1) exploration of mechanismscapable of
'breaking up' large continental masses such as the once contiguous South
America-Africa complex, (2) provisionof a basis for understandingpresent-day
motions and dynamics of the asthenosphere,and (3) relation of mass transport
in the asthenosphereto some geophysicallymeasurable property of the upper
mantle.

The models consideredare, in geologic terms, very oversimplified. This
resultsfrom the limitations imposedby the formulation of tractable mathematical
problems. Simplicity has its virtues. It leads to solutions that can be confirmed
by alternate mathematical techniquesor by comparing results with solutions
of similar problemsalready in the literature. Such checksare especiallyimportant in the case of numerical solutionswhose validity is often difficult to estimate a priori. In the case of complex models it may be impossible to effect
checksthat lead to confidencein the results.Furthermore, it may well be that,
unlesssimplermodelsare first understood,complexcaseswill not be interpretable
in terms of the contribution to the overall flow that each sourceof motion provides. It seemsnecessary,and perhaps even desirable, to consider relatively
simple model problemsat the outset.
It is well known that a horizontal layer of fluid heated from below becomes
unstable and that convectioncells appear when the vertical temperature gradient
exceedsa critical value [Rayleigh, 1916]. The first group of modelsconsiderthe
asthenospheredriven by a supercritical temperature gradient. The geothermal
gradient in the upper mantle may be supercritical [Knopo#, 1967], and it is
important to understand the consequences
of such a possibility.
The nonuniform distribution of radiogenic heat sourcesin the lithosphere
suggeststhe existenceof horizontal temperature gradients in the asthenosphere.
The dynamic effect of these gradients is consideredin a secondseries of model
problems.The models investigate the role of horizontal gradients as a principal
sourceof motion or as modifiers of flows driven primarily by unstable vertical
gradients.
A third classof model problemsconsidersthe finite-amplitude effectsof flow
t.hrough a phaseboundary. Phase changesare thought to occur at various depths

in the mantle .[Anderson,1970; Ahrensand Syono, 1967; Birch, 1952], and it is
of interest to ascertain their effect on motions driven by other energy sources.
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A finite-amplitude theory would also relate vertical velocitiesto variations in
the depth of the phase boundary. Such variations in depth may be detectable
by seismictechniquesand thus may provide an indirect method of estimat,
ing
masstransportin the asthenosphere.
All the above modelsconsideronly the asthenosphere
and do not include
any explicit coupling to the lithosphere.Clearly, it is desirable to consider
model problemsthat includethe moving lithosphereand implied mass flux. A
final classof model problems,their geometrymotivated by Figure 2, consider
the couplingof the two layers. These modelsinclude the effect of horizontal
and vertical temperaturegradientsin conjunctionwith the subductedslab of
lithosphericmaterial, which is consideredto be denser than the surrounding
mantle [Turcotte and Schubert,1971; Minear and Toksbz, 1970; McKenzie,
1•].
Many assumptionsand simplifications,commonto all model problems,are
required to obtain a tractable set of governingequations.The degreeof confidencewith which certain terms can be neglectedvaries. In some cases,formal

dimensional
arguments
clearlyshowthat the neglect
of a giventermwill not
affect the basic balance of forces in the asthenosphere.Other assumptionsare
basedon heuristicargumentsand thus reflect varying degreesof a priori, subjective interpretation.The first sectionof this study is a statementof these
assumptions
and simplifications,and givesthe basison which they are made.
This sectionis extremely important in that it definesthe model equationsand
thus their limitations in representingthe physical problem that motivates the
model problems.
The later sectionscontain the formulation and solution of the model prob-

lems considered.The first groupof modelsare driven solely by unstablevertical
temperaturegradients(Rayleigh-Benardconvection)and are foundto be inadequate as the causeof lithosphericmotion. The main objectionsare (1) the
stressesat the baseof the lithosphereare periodicin space,with period smaller
than typical plate dimensions,
and thereforeneednot resultin a net forceaway
from a centerof spreading;(2) the periodicnature of the flow doesnot allow
for a net masstransportfrom trenchto ridgein the asthenosphere;
and (3) the
time requiredby the cellsto reach significantamplitudemay be of the order
of the ageof the earth.
A secondclassof problemsis consideredin which the combinedrole of
horizontal and vertical temperature gradientsis investigated.Horizontal tem-

peraturegradientscan modify the Rayleigh-Benardcells by modulatingtheir
amplitudeand thus break the periodicityconstraint.This alleviatesthe objec-

tion regarding
the stresses
on the baseof the lithosphere.
The analysissuggests
that the combinedeffect of both horizontal and vertical temperature gradients

may providea mechanism
for the breakupof large continentalmasses(South
America-Africa),whereasthe resultingsmallercontinentsare stableto further
breakup.Thesemodelsdo not satisfy the asthenosphere
masstransportcriteria
and thereforemust be modifiedonce spreadinghas proceededto the point of
creating subductionzones.

The role of phasechangesis next considered.
The finite-amplitudemodel
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presentedin this study is in good agreementwith the linear theory [Schubert
anld Turcotte, 1971] when su•ciently small amplitudes are considered.It is
found that a phase changehaving the propertiesof the olivine-spineltransi-

tion is destabilizing
andresultsin increased
convective
amplitude.
The finiteamplitude theory also suggeststhat motionsin the asthenosphere
result in significant changesin the depth of the phase boundary,the changesbeing of the
order of tens of kilometers.

A final classof problemsconsidersboth the asthenosphere
and a moving
lithospherewith the implied mass fluxes into (at trenches) and out of (at
ridges) the asthenosphere.
These modelsreflect the geometryof Figure 2. The
principal conclusionsfrom the coupled lithosphere-asthenosphere
models are

(1) convectionresultingfrom horizontaland/or vertical temperaturegradients
is an inefficientmechanismfor driving the lithosphericplates; and (2) if present
estimatesof the negative buoyancy of the downgoingslab are included as a
driving mechanism,lithospherevelocitiesof the order of 1-10 cm yr-x result.
The final sectionof this study summarizesthe principal conclusionsdrawn
from the model problemsand relates them to geophysicaland geologicobservations. The most important conclusionis the primacy of the role of the downgoing lithosphericslabs and the mass flux they imply. It is found that the
negative buoyancy of the slabs is the only mechanismamong those considered
that resultsin reasonablelithosphericvelocities.Even if the negative buoyancy
has been overestimated,the moving lithosphereand downgoingslabs impose
velocity boundary conditionsthat cannot be ignored in the investigation of
presentday seafloor spreadingdynamics.

The model problemssuggestthe following two-stage interpretation of the
lithosphere-asthenosphere
system. The original breakup of a large continental
mass is effected by stressesgeneratedby flows in the asthenosphereresulting
from horizontal and vertical temperature gradients. This stage is relatively
inefficientand may or may not result in significantspreading.Many continentalscale linear features may be records of frustrated spreading attempts. If the
spreading exceedsa critical length, surface material is subducted and a new
element is addedto the dynamics,the negative buoyancy of the subductedmaterial. This secondstageis very e•cient, and thus a periodof rapid and irreversible
spreading follows. The process is one of finite-amplitude instability of the
lithosphere,in which the horizontal and vertical temperaturegradientsprovide
the finite perturbations.
2.

BASIC

ASSUMPTIONS

AND

SIMPLIFICATIONS

The assumptionsand simplificationspresentedin this section,which result
in a tractable set of governingequations,provide a basisfor judging the relevance
of the model problemsconsideredin this study. One seeksto generatemodels
sufficiently simple to be solvable but which retain the main elements of the
dynamicsof seafloor spreading.
a. NewtonJanfluid. The appropriate constitutiveequation relating the
stresstensorto the rate of strain in the mantle is not known when long time
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and spacescalesare considered.The simplestrelationship is t;ha.tof a Newtonian
fluid in which the stress is a linear

function

of the rate of strain. Whether

or

no• a material is Newtonian can only be establishedexperimentally, since it is
not possible•o derive the constit;utiverelation from any ma.croscopicproperties
of the fluid.

Many authors [Weertman.,1970; Berg, 1969; Orowan, 1965; Elsasser, 1963]
have suggestednonlinear relationships of stress versus ra•e of s•rain for •he
mantle. Such suggestionsare in par• motivated by experimental evidence •ha•
many materials are non-Newtonian at rates of s•rain as small as 10-• sec-x.
Such ra•es of s•rain are s•ill very rapid compared•o estimatesin •he man•le
of 10-x• sec-x and •hus do not necessarilyimply a non-New•onian mantle [Runcorn, 1969]. The exact cons•i•utive relation appropriate for mantle materials
may be very complexye• representablewith sufficien•accuracy by an apparen•
or equivalen•NewtonJanviscosity.The useof an apparent viscosityin geophysical
problemsis no• wi•hou• successfulprecedent.In the oceanthe primary dissipation mechanism for large-scale flows is probably smaller-scale eddies. Nonetheless,•he use of an apparen•or eddy viscosityhas beenextremelyuseful in unders•anding the large-scale circulation.
Estimates of •he apparent viscosity of •he mantle are obtained from various
sources.Using a uniform viscosity model, Haskell [1935, 1936] determined a
man•le viscosity of 10• poises from •he analysis of the isostatic rebound of
Fennoscandia after •he retrea• of Pleistocene glaciers. A similar study of the
rebound of Lake Bonneville, which drained on a very short •ime scale, de•ermines a value of 10ax poises [Crittenden, 1963]. The limited areal ex•en• of
•hese s•udiessuggests•ha• the results may be representativeof only •he uppermost mant;le. McConnell [1965, 1968] and Artyushkov [1967, 1971] consider
rebound da•a. as a function of waveleng4h and, taking in•o account •he nonhydrostatic shapeof the earth, •hey determineviscosity as a function of depth.
McConnell suggests•hat •he value of 10a poisesrequired by the rebound data
is restricted•o •he uppermos•man•le and •ha• a• greater depth viscosityincreases
•o valuesof •he orderof 10•4 poises.
The use of •he earth's nonhydrostaticequatorial bulge in conjunctionwith
•he •idal decelera•ion of •he earth's rotation •o determine man•le viscosity
requires tha• •he equatorial bulge be large compared•o o•her departures from
a hydrostatic shape. Munk and MacDonald [1960a, b] a•ribute •he excess
equatorial bulge to •he long relaxation •ime of the earth's shape to rotational
decelera•ion.Such an explanation results in a. man•le viscosity of 7.9 x 10•5
poises [MacDonald, 1966]. Goldreich and Toomre [1969] have subsequently
shown •hat •he equatorial bulge is no• anomalously large compared •o o•her
nonhydrostaticcomponentsof •he earth's shape and •hus seriouslyquestion•he
interpretation of.Munk and MacDonald.
Dicke [1966, 1969] and O'Connell [1971] use an entirely differen•approach.
They use historical eclipseda•a •o obtain high-precisioninformation abou• the
non•idal changesin the earth's ro•ation. This changein rate of rotation is in•erpreyed as arising from changesin •he earth's momen• of inertia, which resul•
from •he noninstantaneousisostatic adjustmen• of ocean basins •o Pleistocene
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glaciermeltw•ter.The timescaleof oceanbasinadjustmen•
suggests
• uniform
mantleviscosityof the orderof 10•epoises.
For the presentstudythe viscosityis •ssumedto be New•onianand uniform

overthedomainof calculation.
Thischoice
ignores
changes
withdepthandalso
•ny possiblecouplingof the viscosityto the temperaturefield. The nonlinear

coupling
of viscosity
to temperature
in a fluidis an exceedingly
difficultmathematicalproblemandrepresents
• majorar,ea of studyin itself [Torranceand
Turcotte,1971].The choiceof a uniformNew•onian
viscosity
is justifiedin an
operational
sense;
i• leadsto trac•ablemodelequations,
whichm•y or may no•
haveto be modifiedas•he understanding
of the theological
stateof the mantle
increases.
Again,an an•!ogywith the development
of oceanography
guides
•he
approach
usedin thisstudy.The oceanis a stratifiedfluid.Despitetheirobvious
limitations,early homogeneous
oceanmodelsresultedin a quantumincrease
in the understanding
of oceaniccirculation
•nd alsoprovidedthe basisfor more
sophisticated
models.
In a similarsense,
the uniformviscosity
problems
are a•.
worst• necessary
first s•epin the development
of morecomplexmodelsof •he
asthenosphere.

The role of •he thermometricconductivityof • material is similar to tha•

of viscosity
in that it determines
the s•ructure
of the governing
equations
•nd
measuresthe rate of diffusion.In this studythe coefficient
of thermometriccon-

ductivity• is considered
uniform.Again,formalarguments
supporting
this
choice
arenotpossible,
andoneis guidedby •he samephilosophy
tha• wasused
in assuming
a uniformviscosity.
A recentexperimental
studyof the total thermal
conductivity(lattice plus radiative) of Severalimportant earth materialsin
5hetemperature
range500ø-1900øK
resultsin estimates
of a relativelyconsSan5
K of the orderof 10-2 cm2 sec
-x [Schatzand Simmons,
1972]. Turcotteand

Oxburgh
[1972]givea reviewof thebehavior
of Kin 5heman•;le
andsugges5
a similar value.

b. Boussinesq
approximation.The Boussinesq
approximation
involvesthe

neglectof variations
in densityfroma constant
valuein all termsof the equationsof motionexceptwhenthe densityvariationsare multipliedby gravity
(the buoyancyterm). The approximation
is justifiedif •he variationsare small
comparedwith the mean densityof the fluid.

The dynamicallyimportantvariationsin density,aside from •he effect
of phasechanges,
canbe writtenas a functionof the •emperature
alone:
p = po[1-]--a(To-

T)]

where

a

coefficientof expansion.

T

temperature.

po densityat referencetemperatureTo.

We donotmeanto impl• by thisequation
of statethat densitydoesnotincrease
with depth.The effectof pressure
on densityis ignored
in that it doesnot enter

thedynamics
of thesystem.
In orderthatporeplace
p in all termsexcept
the
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buoyancy •erm, i• is required that ,. (To - T) << 1. Using. = 4 x 10-•øC-x
[McKenzie, 1•6•] and a, maximum •empera•ure variation of 1000øC gives

a(To-

T) <_4 X 10-•

which is sufficient to justify the Boussinesq approximation.
c. Compressibility and dissipation. The velocity in the asthenosphereis
sufficiently small so that the pressure can be considered hydrostatic, and thus
the changein entropy can be written:

ds = C•,dT/T q- ga dz
and the thermodynamic equation becomes

•T/•t q- u •T/•x q- w(•T/Oz q- gaT/C•,) = K•2 T q- H/pC•, qwhere

C•
g
K
H
ß
g•T/C•,

specificheat at constantpressure.
gravity.
thermometric conductivity, assumedconstant.
heat added by radiogenicsources.
heat added by viscousdissipation.
adiabatic lapserate.

and where • is the coefficientof expansion,and the Z-axis points upward. The
viscousdissipationß is order (gU2/D2), where
g viscosity coefficient.
U typical velocity scale.
D typical length scale.

The importance of the dissipation term can be estimated by the ratio of the
dissipationterm and the thermal diffusionterm:

Dissipation
• (u/pC•)(U•'/D
Diffusion
where

•he kinematic viscosity;, = g/p.
typical temperature scale.

The parameters are not known exactly, but the ratio may be as large as order
1. This indicatesthat the role of dissipationis not negligible,especiallyin models
driven primarily by temperature gradients.Despite this estimate,the heat of
dissipationwill be neglectedin the thermodynamicequation.At a later date
it can be addedto modelsof particular geophysicalinterest.In the caseof models
not driven primarily by thermal gradients,the neglectof dissipationshouldhave
little effect on the velocity field. Nonetheless,even in these casesit would be
interestingto includedissipation,sinceit will provide local heating at the base
of the lithosphere,which may help explain the distribution of volcanism.
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One can similarly estimate the importanceof compressibilityby considering
the ratio of the adiabatic gradient to the total vertical temperature gradient:

Compressibility
_ gaT/C•10• X 4 X 10-• X 10• X 10-• = 0.2

Vertical
gradient
- OT/Oz•

10s/5X 10•

when the depth is assumedto be about 500 km.
This estimate indicates that to a first approximation the effect of compressibility can be ignored. This is true if one considersthat the dynamically
important quantity is the difference between the geothermal and adiabatic
temperature gradients, and it is redundant to include the adiabatic gradient
when the geothermal gradient is not well known. Figure 3 showsthe adiabatic
geotherm [Verhoogen, 1951] and a calculated geothermal gradient for a nonconveeringearth of chondritic composition [MacDonald, 1963]. This figure
supportsthe contentionthat the effect of compressibilityis small comparedwith
a reasonablevertical temperature scale.
d. Two-dimensionality. All models considered are two-dimensional. In
terms of the dynamics of sea floor spreading,the most important components
of asthenospherevelocity lie in the same plane as the spreadingand subduction
velocity vectors of the lithosphere. It is these componentsthat must balance
the massflux implied by the movinglithosphereand must also controlthe overall
dynamic influenceof the asthenosphereon the lithosphere.For this reason, and
because the system can be considerednonrotating (as will be seen), twodimensional models will be capable of resolving the basic dynamics of the
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lithosphere-asthenosphere
system.
The impliedrestriction
that cellularconvection be in the form of two-dimensional
rolls is consistentwith the assumption
that theproperties
of thefluidareuniform.
e. Cartesiancoordinatesystem. The natural coordinatesystemfor the

mantleis spherical,
but a Cartesiancoordinate
systemis easier.In orderto
ignoresphericity
onemustrequirethat
cosq•o• 1

D/R << I

cos q)

where
D

depth of fluid.

R

radius of the earth.

latitude of any point in domain.
•o

reference latitude within domain.

If thedepthsconsidered
do not greatlyexceed
1000km, the firstconstraint
is
at leastweaklysatisfied.
The second
requirement,
althoughnot formallysatisfied,will resultonlyin geometric
distortions
that donot affectthe balance
of
forcesin the system.

•. Nonrotatingsystem.The relativeimportance
of the Coriolisforce
canbe estimatedby comparing
it with the viscousterm in the momentumequation.

viscous

•,U/D •'

•,

Coriolis- 29U - 29D•

= Ekman

number

= E

where2.flis twicethe earth'sangularvelocity,and D is the typical lengthscale.
Even if distancesof the orderof 10,000km are considered,
the Ekman number
is 107. Further confirmationof the insignificance
of rotationin mantle problems
comesfrom considering
the effectof rotationon Rayleigh-Benardconvection.

For rotationto haveany effecton convection,
the Taylor number(49'2D4/•)
mustbe greaterthan order1 [Chandrasekhar,
1961].We find that

Taylornumber= 1/E2 • 10-•4

Clearly,the neglectof rotationis the bestof the simplifications
requiredfor
this study.

The fluid-dynamicequationsin Cartesiancoordinates
governinga system
that is (1) Newtonian,(2) Boussinesq,
(3) incompressible
and nondissipative,
(4) two-dimensional,
and (5) non-rotatingare
The momentum equation

Dq/Dt= 1/po
V'pq-•,•2q - ga(To
- T)I•
where

velocity
vector;
q = ul q-wJ•.
pressure.

kinematic viscosity.

(1)
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and where p0 is density at referencetemperature To, T is temperature, g is
gravity, • is the coefficientof thermal expansion,and
D/Dt = o/ot q- q. V'

v = O/Ox+ O/Oz
v

= o/ox + o/Oz

The continuity equation

(2)
The thermal equation

DT/Dt = KV2T + H/poC•

(3)

where • is thermometric conductivity, C• is specific heat, and H represents
radiogenicheat sources.

The equationof state

p = po[1q-a(To-

T)]

(4)

For a more detailed discussionof equations1-4, see Ch.a,ndrasekhar
[1961]
and McKenzie [ 1968].

3.

ROLE

OF

VERTICAL

TEMPERATURE

GRADIENTS

Both mathematical solutions and experimental evidence indicate that a
fluid layer heated from below is quiescentuntil the heat flow exceedsa critical
value, at which time cellular convectionbegins.Such cellular motions (RayleighBenard convection) have long been contemplatedas a possibledriving mechanism of the surface plates [Holmes, 1928]. More recent studies [Torrance and
Turcotte, 1971] have attempted to provide a formal basis for the general concept
that sea floor spreading is driven by the energy stored in unstable vertical
temperature gradients. It is therefore appropriate to begin the systematic
search for viable mechanisms by considering Rayleigh-Benard convection.
Finite-amplitude solutions for a. fluid layer heated from below can be
obtained analytically [Malkus and ¾eronis,1958; Kuo, 1961]. A simple finiteamplitude theory, similar in most respectsto that of Malkus and Veronis, is
reviewed; the theory illustrates some of the characteristics of Rayleigh-Benard
convection.This developmentalso definesthe notation and the nondimensionalizationusedthroughoutthis study.
Consider the problem of a horizontally infinite layer of fluid heated from
below, as shownin Figure 4. The equationsgoverningthe systemare (1-4) of the
previoussection.These equationsare nondimensionalizedby
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Fig. 4. Rayleigh-Benard
convection
model.

T = To-J- AT O'

P = Poo- pogDZ'd- po(K/D)2P
'

whereAT is thetemperature
difference
between
z' - 0 andz' - 1, Poois an
arbitraryconstant,
and pois the densityat T - To.

If a supercritical
layeroffluidisrandomly
perturbed,
thenonce
Rayleigh-

Benardconvection
reachessmall but finite amplitude,the subsequent
time

evolution
involves
onlya monotonic
growthof the amplitude
to its steady
statevalue,withno changes
in the geometry
of the flow.For thisreason,
steady
solutions
areanaccurate
description
of thegeometry
of fifeflowduring
theperiodof growth;
theyalsoprovide
a measure
of the finalequilibrated

amplitude.
Thissuggests
thatsteady
solutions
aresufficient
to illustrate
several

serious
objections
to Rayleigh-Benard
convection
as the primarymechanism
drivingseafloorspreading.
Thus,forthemoment
weshallconsider
thesteady

problem
andshalldiscuss
thetimescalefor theevolution
of theamplitude
separately.
The dimensionless
equations,
afterdropping
primes,become

q-Vq - - Vp + •q

+ •R•of

v-q = o

(5)
(7)

where

• = v/K

thePrandtlnumber

Ra= gaATD
a theRayleigh
number
A final simplification
is madein the choiceoœthe dynamicboundary
condition.
Clearly,the verticalvelocitymustvanishat z - 0 and z - 1.
Rather than consideru - 0 on horizontalboundaries(no-slipcondition),follow-

ingRayleigh,
weshallrequire
that 3u/3z- 0 onz - 0 andz - 1. Thisno-stress
or "free"boundary
condition
simplifies
the analysis
withoutsignificantly
changingtheresults.The complete
boundaryconditions
are
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w=

wzz =0

0=0

at

z=

1

(subscriptsx or z denotepartial differentiation) and
W=Wzz=O

0=

1

at

z--0

The boundary conditionon u has been transformedinto a conditionon w by
usingthe continuity equation 7.
The nonlinear terms in (5) and (6) require that the analysis be restricted to

small amplitudesin order that, the nonlinearkiescan be ignoredto the lowest
order in some small paramenter e, which is a measure of the amplitude. Let
ß - (R• - Rc)•/2/Rc, where Rc is the critical Rayleigh number, which will be
determined by the analysis. The dependentvariables can be expanded in an
asymptotic seriesin •:

q = qo-+-eql-+-e"q,.-+-e3q3
-+- '''

(Sa)
(sb)
(Sc)

and, from the definitionof e,
(8d)

Substitutionof (8) into (5) through (7) results in a lowest-orderproblem:

qo.Vqo = -Vpo + aV•qo+
qo.V0o = •0o
V'qo • 0

The boundary conditionsat this order are
Wo = Wo• = 0o = 0

z = 1

Wo ----Wo•, = 0, 0o = 1

z = 0

The solutionqo = 0, 0o = (1 -- z) satisfiesall boundaryconditionsand represents
a purely conductivestate. It is this state of quiescence
whosestability we proceed
to investigate.The order e problem is governedby

W1 000/OZ= •201
V'ql

= 0

(10b)
(10c)

The boundaw condkions at this order are
Wl --- Wlzz ----O1 ----0

Z = O, 1

By usingthe operator
f•'V x V x on equation
10a,U1 andpl areeliminated'

}•'VXV X(--VPl-+-•V"q•
-{-o'R•01l•)
- -o'R•
09'01
OX
2 ffV4Wl
=0

(11)
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If we eliminate 0• between (11) and (10b),

•2•(Wl)
= O'•OWl
-- o'Re02Wl/0X2 "--0

(12)

This equationhasa solution,

w• = (A cosmx+ B sin tax)sin na'z

(13)

whereA and B are constants,providedthat

which defines a neutral curve of R, versus m for each n such that the fluid is
stable for R• < R, and unstable if R• > R,. The most unstable mode corre-

spondston- 1, m - m,- •r/(2) •/2 for whichR - 657.5
Using equations10c and 11, we obtain u• and 0• from w•.:

ux = -½/m)(A

sin mx-

B costax) cos•rz

(14)

0• = [1/(m2 q- r2)](A cosmx q- B sin tax)sinrZ

(15)

The order • problem resolvesthe structure of the flow when R• > R, but does
not determinethe amplitude coefficientsA and B. The amplitude is obtained
by consideringhigher orderin •.

Usingtheoperator
fc-V x •' x onthe•2momentum
equation,
wefind

•4w2q-•Rc0202
- 02

02

Ox•

(16)

The remainingequationsat order•2 are

ql' V01 + W2t•00/(•Z= •202

(17a)

V.q•. = 0

(17b)

with boundary conditions
w2 = w2• = 0• = 0

z = 0,'1

It shouldbe notedthat the nonlinearterms in (16) and (17a) are products
of lower-order solutions and thus are already determined. The asymptotic
expansionof the dependentvariableshas reducedthe nonlinearequationsto a
tractable se•of linear equations.
Evaluating the nonlinear terms, we find that (16) and (17) become

aV•w• + aR, O•/Ox
• 0• = 0

(18a)

V•O• + w• = [r/(m• + r•)](A• + B•) sin•z cosrz

(18b)

V'q•

= 0

(18c)

Eliminating 0• between(18a) and (18b) gives
œ(w•) = 0
with œ as in (12).

(19)
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Theequation
andboundary
conditions
forw2areidentical
tothose
governing

w•(see
equation
12),and
thus
wecan
choose
w2= 0without
loss
ofgenerality.
Thisis equivalent
to a normalization
condition
requiring
that all solutions
to

thecompletely
homogeneous
problem
forw beincluded
in w•.Thecomplete
solution to order e• is
w•.= o

(•Oa)

u•.= o

(•ob)

(A" + B")

0,.= -8•r(m:
+ d)sin2•rz

(20c)

Theconstants
A andB arestillunresolved,
andonemustagain
proceed

to thenextorderin e.The eaequations
are

aV wa+ arc
(21a)

800
80,.
80•
80,.
V,.o,- w,-•= u•'•T
+ u,.-a-J-x
+ w•'•z
+ w,.80•
Oz
V'q, = 0

(2lb)
(21c)

withboundary
conditions
w,= wa,,= 0,= 0atz = 0,1.Evallmting
thenonlinear
terms
ontheright-hand
sideandeliminating
0abetween
(21a)and(21b),
wecan

state the problemin termsof waalone:

œ(wa)
= -a(m"
q-•r")*(A
cos
mx
q-Bsin
mx)
sin
•rz

(22)

q- [a/8(m"q-•:")"](A"
q-B")(Acos
mx.
q-Bsinmx)(sin
•rz- sin3•rz)
Theinhomogeneous
terms
proportional
to'(sinmxsin,rz)and(cosmx
sin,rz) aresolutions
ofthehomogeneous
problem
satisfying
theboundary
conditions.
These
terms,
if notconstrained,
willgiverisetoa secular
term(inx),

rendering
ouroriginal
expansion
of w invalid.
Thenecessary
constraint
determines
theamplitude
of theconvective
cells.
Thesecularity
is removed
if

[(m'q-•r")2/8](A"
q-B")- (m"q-•r")
a= 0

(23a)

or

A" + B" = 8(m"+ •r")
(23b)
At thispointit isconvenient
to redefine
theamplitude
coefficients.
Let
Re• = A q- iB

(24)

In thisnotation
theorderesolution
(13)becomes
w• = Re [Re•(m•+•)]sin •rz

where
R istheamplitude
and• isthephase
of theordere solution.

(25)
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The amplitude equation23b becomessimply

R = [S(m•' q-•r2)]•/2 = 10.88

[m = mc = •r/(2)•/21

(26)

and q• is an undet•ermined
constant.The finit•e-amplkudesolution for w is

w = e Re {10.88exp[i(mcxq- q•)]}sin•rzq- 0(e2)

(27)

The order ea problem t•hus determines t•he amplit•ude of the cellular convectAonwhose structure is defined by the order ß problem. The undetermincd
phase • of the solution just means that a horizontally infinit•e layer of fluid
has no mechanismthat det•ermineswhere the cells reside in x space.
Had we not•rest•rictedour at•tentionto the steady solution, •ime would have
been nondimensionalizedby

t= (DV)t'
The amplitude is found to develop on a slow 0(• 2) time scale [$eqe•, 1060],
and the resultingamplitudeequationis

(dR/dr)(r) = R(,) - R(.)a[S(m
• + •r•')]-•

(28)

where

r = (m"q- •r•)e•[(rl(1q- (r)]t'

(29)

The time scale dependson the amplitude of the motion, and Knopo# [1060]
has arguedthat velocitiesof the order of centimet•ersper year imply a "growth"
time of the order of 1 b.y.
The solution (27) cannot be valid for all ß. An important question is for
what range of .ßis (27), which representssteady, •wo-dimensional rolls, valid.
If ß is vanishingly small, the fluid is not truly Boussinesq,and •he plan form is
hexagonalrather than in the form of rolls (Benard convection). For finite values

of ß, experiments[Krishnamufti, 1970a, b] indicate •hat• •wo-dimensionalrolls
are the preferred form of convectionif e2 < 12 and , > 1. For •'• > 12, bhe
flow becomesfirst three-dimensional'and finally •ime dependent. Furthermore,
a theoretical solution by Kuo [1061] indicates that a single-mode analysis,
which ignores all higher harmonics,is valid up to ß = 1. Thus solution (27)
is valid for • slightly greater t•han 0 and less than or equal t•o 1.
Solutions in the range 1 < i • < 12 can be obtained by a two-dimensional
finke difference analysis. A numerical model that accepts arbitrary temperat.ure
and velociW boundary conditionshas been developed for this study and can
be used•o investigate two-dimensionalconvectionin •his parameter range. The
model is written in terms of vor•iciW, s•ream function, and temperature, and
the appropriate fluid equationsare defined below. The vorticiW and stream
function are related [o •he velociW field by
q=jxV•k

• = Vxq

wherej is the unit vector in +y, •pis the stream function, and r• is vorticit•y.The
dimensionless
governingequations(5) •hrough (7) become
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O•/Ot = J(•k, 7) - aRaO0/Oxq- aV2•

(30a)

O0/Ot= J(•, 0) + V•0

(30b)

whereJ ( ) is •he JacobianoperatorO( )/O(x, z).
The Prand•l number in the mantle is of •he order of 10•, and thus equations (30) can be further simplified by representingthe dependent variables by
an asymptoticseriesin 1/a. The lowest-orderproblembecomes

V•,o = R• 00o/OX

(31a)

OOo/Ot
= J(•o, 0o)+ V•0o
= .

(3lb)
(3c)

The lowest-order solutions obtained from these equations are valid •o order
1/• • 1• •4. The fac• tha• this representationignores•he •erm O•/Ot doesno•
imply •ha• O•/Ot - O, only •ha• •he term is no• impor•an• in •he primary balance
of •he vor•ici•y equation. The vor•ici•y is, in fac•, a function of •ime, since
its source•erm OOo/Ox
is •ime dependent.
The numerical model is horizontally finite, and •hus boundary conditions
mus• be specifiedon •wo vertical planes. The completenondimensionalboundary
conditionsrequired to simulate Rayleigh-Benard convectionare shown in Figure
5. The free boundary condition a• z - 0, 1 is replaced by • - 0, since •he
vor•ici•y is proportional•o Ou/Ozwhen w is cons•an•on horizontal boundaries.

The boundaryconditionsat x - 0 and x - L resultsfrom consideringan x
domain extending from x - 0 •o x - 2L with periodic boundary conditions
a• bo•h these points. Such boundariessimulate an annulus in which the effects
of sphericity are ignored. The periodic boundary condition a• x - 2L can be
replaced by a symmetry condition on •e temperature field and antisymmetry
on •he vo•ici•y field a• x - L. The details.of •he numerical formulation and
methodof solutionof (31) are givenin •he appendix.
Figure 6 is an example of a s•eady, numerical solution •o •he RayleighBenard problem at Rayleigh number 725. The result is presented in •e•s
of t,he nondimensional•empera•ure and s•ream-function field. The domain of
calculationis horizontally finite, and thus only a discreteset of x wave numbers
exists. The mos• unstable mode in •his se• has a critical Rayleigh number of
671.3; R• - 725 •hus correspondsto • - 0.08. A measure of •he accuracy of

•he numerical method of solutioncan be obtained by comparing•he amplitude
0=o

I

q,=o

z

I•.•X

Fig. 5. Rayleigh-Benard
convectionmodel

I • withboundary
conditions
in termsof stream
"

I
X=L

function a,nd vorticity.
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Fig. 6. Steady,free Rayleigh-Benard
convection,
Ra-

6.25

725.

Top' temperature,contoursfrom 0 to 0.96. Bottom' stream
function, contoursfrom 1.1 to --1.1.

predicted
analytically
by (27) andthe numerical
result.Equation27 predicts
a nondimensional
amplitudeof 3.07.The numericalamplitudeis 3.00 and representsan error of only 2%. The accuracywith whichthe numericalmethod

reproduces
analyticresultsis evenbetterat higherRayleighnumbers.
A test
casewith e• •

1 indicatesan accuracygreaterthan 1%. The agreementbe-

tweenanalyticandnumerical
solutions
resultsin a degreeof confidence
in the
numerical model that standard numerical error estimates cannot provide.

The principalconclusions
regarding
Rayleigh-Benard
convection
can be
summarized:(1) for d2slightlygreat6rthan 0 and lessthan 12, periodic
rolls are the preferredform of convection;
(2) for d2 > 12, a steady,twodimensional
modelwill not recoverexperimentallyobservddresults; (3) the

aspect
ratioof therollsis verynearlyone[we- w/(2)•/a]; (4) the amplitude
developson a slow0(•) time scale.

The geologic
consequences
of theseconclusions
are now considered.
The
aspectratio of the asthenosphere
belowa typicalplateis of the orderof 5 or
greater,whichsuggests
that the lithosphere
is not the upperlimb of a single
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Rayleigh-Benardcell. Therefore, if the plates move as a result of RayleighBenard convection,they must be driven by the integrated stressof many cells.
The net forceon a lithosphericplate can be written:
F (•) =

•, dx
fo
L(t)

(32)

where the center of spreadingdefinesx -- 0 and a• is the stressat the base of
the plate due to convectionin the asthenosphere.
L(t) is the horizontal dimensionof the plate in the directionof spreading,which is a functionof time. Figure
2 illustrates the dependenceof horizontal dimensionson time. If the two ridges
are fixed in space, the motion of each plate away from its respective ridge
implies that the trench migrates to the left, and the plate on the right grows
while the plate on the left shrinks.
Since the convective velocities are spatially periodic, ax will also be
periodic,with wavelengthsmaller than typical plate dimensions,and thus there
will exist dimensionsL, such that F(t) - 0 when L(t) - L,. Once F(t) - O,
.L(t) remains L•, since the plate has no inertia when the Prandtl number is
large. Spreading stops. Figure 7a shows the integrated stress resulting from
convection versus plate length and indicates that stable lengths will occur
whenever the plate dimension becomesa multiple of two cell widths.
The periodic nature of Rayleigh-Benard convectionresults in a second
objection. The moving lithosphereimplies a net mass transport from trench
to ridge in the asthenosphere.A periodic flow with half-wavelength smaller
than the trench to ridge length scale cannot satisfy such a mass transport
criterion.

The most damaging property of Rayleigh-Benard convection in terms
of its being a viable mechanismfor driving sea floor spreadingis the periodic
nature of the flow and 'the order I aspectratio of the cells. Can this objection

be alleviated if a more realistic convect•ion
model were considered,one that
would include internal heat sourcesand temperature-dependentfluid properties?
Tritton .and Zarraga [1967], in a qualitative experimental study of con-

vection produced by uniform heating throughout the body of a fluid layer,
observed that at large Rayleigh numbers the distance between rising and
falling currents was as great as 5 times the depth of the layer. However, a
preliminary theoretical study of the above experimentby Roberts [1967] and
a subsequentnumericalstudy by Thirlby [1970] fail to determineany dramatic
increase in wavelength with increasing Rayleigh number. Also, experimental
observations'byHooper [see Thirlby, 1970] do not show convectivecell elongations on the scale of Tritton and Zarraga. The problem of internal heat sources

hasnotyet beend.efinitively
resolved,
but present
understanding
suggests
that
such heating will not remove the fundamental objectionsto convectionin the
present context.

Theoretical studies of convectionwith temperature-dependentfluid properties by Palm [1960] and Busse [1967] indicate that cells of hexagonalplan
form may be preferred over two-dimensional rolls even for e order 1. The
tendency toward hexagonalcells may not be effective in the presenceof hori-
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ooo
Fig.?. Net forceas a œuactio•
oœplatelength,
('-I-indicates
te]•ion,
-- indicates
compression).
A {•w cellshavebeenindicated
to showphasing.

(a) Rayleigh-Benard;
convection;
(b) modulated
conv•ction
withoptimum
phasing;(c) modulated
convection
with worstpossible
phasing.

zontaltemperature
gradients
suchasthoseexisting
at theedges
of continents
(section
4). Thecontinental
thermalgradients
will tendto enhance
rollsparallel
to the continental
margins.In any event,the aspe.ct
ratio of hexagonal
cells

willbeorder1,andthusprevious
c•nclusion•
would
stillapply.
4. ROLE OF HORIZONTALTEMPERATUREGRADIENTS

It is generally
accepted
thatcontinental
crustal
rocks
arerelatively
rich
in radiogenic
heatsources
compared
with oceanic
crustalrocks.Underthese

circumstances
oneexpects
thattheheatflowat seawillbeless
thanthatob-

servedin continentalareas.It is thereforesurprisingto find that the heat
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flow through the ocean floor is approximately equal to the mean heat flow

throughcontinents
[Lee and Uyeda,1965]. One possibleexplanation
is that
despite the near-surface enrichment oœthe continental crust, the mean composition and therefore the heat productionis the same for both continentsand
oceanswhen a greater depth extent is considered[Bullard, 1952]. This possibility suggeststhat the excessheat•sourcesin the continental crust are balanced
by a depletionat depth.
The effect on the temperature field of concentrating heat sources near
the surface can be explored by using a steady, one-dimensionalheat flow
equation with the constraint that both temperature and heat flow be uniform
at the surfacez - 0 [Jef]reys,1962]. Considerthe equation

d• O/dz• -t- Q(z)

0

where

t• temperature

Q radiogenicheat sourcestrength
K thermal conductivity

The neglect of horizontal derivatives implies that the horizontal scalesin the
conductionproblemare presumedlarge comparedwith the depth extent. With z
increasingdownward from z - 0 at the surface, the above equation can be
integrated,yielding
• dt•/dz =

Q(•) d• -]- Ho

where H• is independentof z. Since we require constantheat at the surface,

o•Q(•)
d•+Ho
=const
The integral representsthe total heat source stren•h in a column, and Ho
representsthe hea.t flow into the base of the column. This equation implies
that if the heat flowing from the deep interior is constant for all columns (H•
= cons•),the uniformity of surfaceheat flow resultsfrom

•Q(•)
d•=Qo
where Q• is a constant for all columns.

A secondintegration resultsin the temperature solution

•(,) = (1/•)

dg

Q(•) d• + Hoz/• + •o

where •o is •he surface temperature. Our main interest is the effect of the hea•
sourcesin the crust on the temperature in the asthenosphere,and thus we can
consider the temperature at a depth zo, below which no significant radiogenic
heat sources exist.
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Q(•) d• -•- Hozo/K-•- 6o

Since no significan• heat sourcesexis• below z•, the upper limi• of integration
can be replaced by infinity. If we reverse the order of integration and make
use of •he mean value theorem,the double integral can be written:
(l/K)

d•

Q(•) d• = Do/K

Q(•) d• = DoQo/K

where Do is a weighted mean depth of heat generation.The temperature solution cannow be written in an easierto interpret form:
•(zo) = Do Qo/K+ Hozo/K+ 6o
We can •hus explicitly see the effec• of concentrating•he hea• sourcesnear •he
surface while requiring uniform •empera•ure and hea• flow a• the surface; i•
results in a lower temperature a• depth. The geologicimplication is tha• the
distribution of heat sourcesin the crus• results in relatively colder temperatures
under continentsthan at similar depth under ocean basins. This is not a new
conclusion'MacDonald [1963] considersthe two-dimensional,time-dependent
conduction problem and formally arrives a• the same result. MacDonald's
results show tha• horizontal •emperature changesmay be as large as 100øC a•
a depth of 100 km. The horizontal length scale over which the temperature
varies is of •he order of 1000 km. Despite the fac• tha• MacDonald ignores the
advectionof heat in the asthenosphere,
his results provide a useful estimate of
horizontal temperature gradients at the base of the lithosphere (except near
active ridges where the temperature depends on warm ma(erial intruded into
the ridge axis). In a mathematical sensethe temperature in the lithosphereis
fully determined by the distribution of radiogenic heat sourcesand the surface
temperatureand heat flow boundaryconditions,and thus it is independentof the
ignored advection of heat in the asthenosphere.Sclater and Francheteau [1970]
review recent observationsof terrestrial heat flow and also suggestthat they are
indicative of higher temperaturesin the upper mantle under ocean basins. For
presentpurposes•he two conclusionsregarding the thermal state of the man•le
tha• are importan• are that (1) horizontal temperature gradients exis• in the
upper mantle, and (2) •hese gradients are such that i• is warmer under ocean
basinsthan at similar depth under continents.
These conclusionssugges•that.the investigation of the role of horizontal
temperature gradients as sourcesor modifiers of fluid motions in the. asthenosphereis relevant. A question•ha• can be consideredat this time is, Can horizontal temperature gradients modify Rayleigh-Benard convectionto the point
that some of •he objections raised in the previous section are removed? The
first model problem of •his section will show •ha• horizontal temperature
gradients can modulate the amplitude of Rayleigh-Benard convectionand thus
break the periodicnature of •he flow.
a. Modulated convection. Consider the problem of an infinite layer of
fluid between two free horizontal boundaries subject to a temperature boundary
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conditionthat includesa weak spatial variation on a length scalethat is long
comparedwith the depth of the fluid. The model and boundary conditionsare
shownin Figure 8.
Sincethe spatial dependenceof the boundarytemperatureis on a long x
scale,order fi comparedwith the depth of the fluid, a secondlength scale can
be introducedas an independentvariable X'
X -

(33)

Then derivativeswith respec•to (,he horizontal coordinateare written'
•/•

-t- t• o/ox

(34)

The dimensionless,
governingequations(5-7) become

(35a)

(35b)
(35c)

(356)
As in Rayleigh-Benard convection,we must restrict the analysisto small amplitudes. We define

. =
The dependentvariables are expandedas before in an asymptotic seriesin •,
and this representationis substituted into the governing equations (35). In
order to extract the appropriate equation for each order in •, a specificchoice
of a and fi in terms of • is required.We choose
-=

2

•

• = •

(36)

This choiceis motivated by the fact that it results in a problem in which the

temperature
variations
on the bou•d'ary
affectthe order•e velocityfield.This
is clearly no• a unique choice,bu• the solution resulting from •his choicewill
alsoshow•he effectof considering• < e• and fi < •.

w:o

w,:o

D

•

• • iiiiii
iiiiii
[11•1111
iiii
iiiiiiiiiill
i
T = To+o.F(Bx) +/•T

X•U

• •
W--O

Fig. 8. Modulatedconvection
model.
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The modulated convectionproblem parallels the Rayleigh-Benard problem
up to order e-ø,for it is not until this order that the new boundary condition and
length scale enter the problem. The lowest-order solution is again the purely
conductivestate with no fluid motion. The order { solutions are modified only
in that the amplitude coefficientsA and B now become functions of the long
spacescale.Thus

Wl = (A(x) cosmx + B(x) sinmx) sin •rz
(37)
Other problems in which convectiveamplitudes depend on long space scales
have been studiedby Segel [1969] and Newell and Whitehead [1969].
If the • problem is stated in terms of w= alone, as before, the nonlinear
terms

can be evaluated

and are found

œ(w•)= 0

to cancel:

œ( ) = aV •-

aR• O•'/Ox
•'

(38)

As a normalizationconditionwe choosew• - 0. The temperaturehas to satisfy
an inhomogeneous
boundary condition at this order (0• = F(x), z - 0), and
we find

2 •--- --

[A(x)• + B(x)•]

õr-• • •

2m

sin2•z-- (m
• q_•r•)(dA/dX
sinmx- dB/dX
cos
tax)
ß'sin•rz q- (t - z)F(x)

u•. = -•r/m•'(dA/dX cosmx q- dB/dX sinmx) cos•rz

(39a)

(39b)

The order eaproblemstated in terms of wa alone is not homogeneous,
since
the nonlinear terms do not cancel.The equation for wa has the general form
œ(w.•) = A(x) cosmx sin ,rz q- r(x) sin mx sin

q- terms in sin mrz, cosnmx, sin nmx

(40)

wheren 7 2. As before,t•henecessaryconditionthat A(x) = 0 and r(x) = 0
leads to amplitude equationsfor A(x) and B(x). These equationscan be written
in termsof R (x) and•(x), where
R(x) exp [/•(x)] = A(x) q- iB(x)

(41)

The amplitudeequationsare

drk/dX = K/R(x) •

(42a)

whereK is an undefinedconstant,and

6• •'d•'R/dX•' - 6•'R(x)(dek/dX)
•' q- (m•' q- •')•'R(x)[1q-- (1/8)(m•' q- r•')R(x,a = 0

(42b)

EquatAon42 reducesto the amplitude equation for 'pure' Rayleigh-Benard
convection(23) whenF(x) = 0 andA and B are eonstant•s.
The amplitude equationscan be reducedto a simpler form if we restrict
F(x) to be localized. Since •he fluid is horizontally infinite, we expect that, far
from the region where the boundary temperat•urevaries, the Rayleigh-Benard
solution with constant amplitude and wave number m• should be recovered.
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This implies that K in (42a) can be set to 0. The amplitude is now determined
by the singleequation
•

6•r' d:•R/dX' q- (m' q- •r')'[1 q- F(x,]R(x, -- (1/8)(m' q- •r')R(x,• = 0

(43)

The phase• is an undetermined.constant,which implies that F(x) is sufficiently
smooth on the length scale of the cells so as not to determine the phase of the
solution.

For sufficientseparation between the scale of x and X, one would expect
the convectiveamplitudeto dependon the 'local' Rayleigh numberRa[1 + F(x)].
The neglect of the differentiated term in the amplitude equations (42) results in
such a local Rayleigh number approximation. Had we consideredthe case/• < e
in our original formulation, the differentiated term would not enter the amplitude equation at all. This suggestsas a rule of thumb for evaluating the effect
of 'weak' horizontal gradients on Rayleigh-Benard convectionthe use of a local
Rayleigh number approximation.
Equation 43 can be easily solvednumerically by using a relaxation technique
that requiresthe amplitude far from the boundary temperature variation to be
that of simple Rayleigh-Benard convection. An example of such a solution is
shown in Figure 9 for F(x) - sech X. The local Rayleigh number solution is
also shown and confirmsits usefulnessas a measure of modulated amplitude.
The validity of both the asymptotic theory and the restricted set of solutions consideredin the previous discussioncan be tested by solving the same
model problem by means of nmneri½al.techniques. The numerical model' developed for this study (see the appendix) acceptsarbitrary boundary conditions
and thus can be used to investigate the model shown in Figure 8. The domain
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Fig. 9. Modulated amplitude Ror• as a function of X
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of calculation can no longer be horizontally infinite, and therefore periodic
boundary conditionsare imposedon two vertical planes in the fluid. Figure 10
showsthe resulting steady, nondimensionaltemperature, temperature boundary
condition,and stream function field over the left half of the completedomain
for R• - 725. If the •emperature boundary condition is consideredsymmetric
1.15

1.0
6.25

I.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I _1

I

I

Fig. 10. Steady numerical solution to modulated convectionproblem,
Ra -- 725. Top' temperature boundary condition at z -- 0. Middle'
temperature, contours from 0 to 1.15. Bottom' stream function, contours

from

--1.8

to 1.8.
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abou• x - 6.25, then ?,hetemperaturefield is symmetricand the stream function is antisymmetricabout this point. The amplitude of the cells, as shownby
•he streamlines,is modulatedon the length scale of the boundary temperature
variations. Despite the limitation imposedby the small separationof scales
betweenthe boundarytemperaturevariation and the depth of the fluid, numerical and analytical resultsnever differ by more than 4% for any X. The small
separation of the two length scales does induce a slight dependenceof the
wave numberon X that is not predictedby the analytical solution (which assumed a large separation between the •wo length scales). The agreement between the analytical and numerical solutions is sufficiently good to argue that

modulatedconvection
is the physicallyrealizableresult of weak, long-scale
temperature variations on the boundariesof a convectingfluid.
Modulated convectionhas the desirable property that the cells and thus

the resulting stresses(if no-slip boundarieshad been considered)are no longer
periodic. The objection to Rayleigh-Benard convection based on the existence
of stable plate dimensions can therefore be removed by including horizontal
temperature variations on the boundariesof the fluid layer. Figure 7b, c shows
how the modulated amplitude can resul• in net forces for all plate dimensions.
If •he cells are phased in such a manner ?,hatupwelling is maintained under

•he ridge axis, net tensionalforcesare applied to t.heplates on either side of
the ridge. On the o•her hand, the requirement of a net mass transpor• from
trench •o ridge in the asthenosphereis not satisfied by this model. The modulated convectionproblem need no• be discarded on this basis, for if its role
is restricted •o generating stressestha• initiate continental breakup, no mass
flux requirement arises. By 'breakup' I mean the original splitting of a large
continent such as South America-Africa as the first stage of sea floor spreading.
I shall return to this applicationof the modulatedsolution.
There is no a priori reason why the role of horizontal gradients should
be restricted to modifying flows that result from other sources.It is well known
that horizontal temperature gradients, however weak, resul• in fluid motions;
this is in contrast to vertical temperature gradients, which must exceed a
critical value. The next series of model problems investigates the mo•ion of

a fluid layer drivenprimarily by horizon•,al
temperaturegradientson the boundaries.

b. Horizontal convection. The role of horizontal temperature gradients
as the principal sourceof motion can be investigatedby usingthe same numerical model used in the study of .modulated convection.The only modification
required is that the Rayleigh number based on the vertical temperature difference be less than critical. The horizontal temperature gradients in •he body
of the fluid are generatedby consideringnonuniform temperatures on the upper
boundary.

Figure 11 is an example of horizontal convection (convectiondriven primarily by imposed horizontal •emperature gradients). The nondimensional
temperatureat z - 0 is one; the temperaturea• z - I varies as a function of x
as shownin Figure 11. The solutiondisplayed'is •he steady, nondimensional
temperature and stream function field for free boundaries and for Rayleigh
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number equal to 100. As in previous numerical calculations, the temperature
field is symmetric and the stream function is antisymmetric about x - 12.5;
x - 0 is a periodicboundary.
The circulation resulting from the horizontal temperaturevariation on the
boundary is counterclockwise,and thus the flow at small depth is from hot to
cold. This well-known result becomesvery important if we recall that earlier
arguments suggestedthat the temperature under continents is relatively cold.
The horizontal temperature gradients in the asthenospheredue to the concentration of radiogenic material in the continental crust force a flow that, at the
base of the lithosphere,is from ocean to continent. Such a flow would inhibit
the breakup of. preexisting continental massessuch as South America-Africa
by resulting in net compressiveforces.We shall return to this point after other
propertiesof horizontal convectionare established.
A secondproperty of horizontal convectionis the aspect ratio of the resulting cell. In the example shownin Figure 11, the aspectratio is about three.
There are three imposed length scales in the problem that conceivably can
determinethe width of the cell. The depth D is one, and the other two (L and l)
are specifiedby the temperature on the upper boundary. In Figure 11, l • D
and L • 11D. A seriesof numerical experimentswere carried out in an effort
to determine which of the three length scales controls the width of the cell.
It was found that in the range L • 2D, l _• D, the depth is the determining
factor. Figure !2 is an example of a steady case where l • D/2, L • 5. The
temperature is zero at z - 0 and varies as a function of x as shown at z - 1.
The cell shown in Figure 12 has virtually the same structure as that in Figure 11
despitedifferent imposedhorizontal length scalesand basicstratification.Figures
11 and 12 can therefore be regarded as typical of the structure one would
expectwhen L ) 2D and l _• D. These restrictionson the horizontal scalesof
the temperature field are satisfiedin the asthenosphereif a depth extent of the
order of 1000 km is considered.

The principal properties of horizontal convectionthat are important to
the problem of motions in the asthenosphereare (1) the senseof a horizontal
convectioncell is such that at shallow depth the flow is from hot to cold;
and (2) the width of the cell is approximately3 times the depth of the fluid
layer.

Having gained an understanding of the role of horizontal temperature
gradientsas primary sourcesof motion or as modifiersof flows driven by other
sources,we can ask what role they play in the asthenosphere.
It is premature
to considerthe horizontal temperature gradientsin connectionwith present-day
sea floor spreadingdynamics, since the problem of net mass transport in the
asthenosphere
has not yet been resolved.For the moment we can only consider
the role of these gradients in effecting the original breakup of large continental
masses.

c. Breakup problem. Many authors (most recently Ichiye [1971]) have
commentedon the possibility that the horizontal temperature gradients at the
edgesof continentsdrive flows in the asthenospherewhich 'break' the original
continentsby generatingnet tensional forces. This suggestionis not consistent
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with the understandingof horizontal convectionderived from the previous
section. It has been shown that if the thermal

structure of the earth is such

that the temperatureunder continentsis relatively cold comparedwith the
temperature at similar depths under ocean basins, then the thermally driven
edgecellssubjectthe continentallithosphereto net compressiveforces.A similar
conclusionregardingthe stabilizing effect of edge cells at continental margins
resultsfrom a linear analysis (ignoringheat advection) by Allan et al. [1967].
Rather than usehorizontaltemperaturegradientsto explainthe original breakup
of large continents
, we are faced with the problem of suggestinga mechanism
capableof overcomingthe stablizingeffectof thesegradients.
The modulated convectionproblem suggestsa possiblemechanism.If at

somedeeplevelin the mantlethe temperature
is horizontally
uniform,the
relative coolnessunder continentsresults in a locally higher Rayleigh number.
If the original continentalmass is sufficientlylarge, the edge cells, which have
an aspectratio of 3, will not occupythe entire region under the continent.There
will be room for counterrotating (tension producing) Rayleigh-Benard cells.
The hope is that a parameter range exists in which the inner Rayleigh-Benard
cells can overcomethe adverse effect of the edge cells. The modulated convection problem does not define the desired parameter range becauseit required
horizontal temperaturevariations on a scale that is large comparedwith the
depth, which probably is not the case for the asthenosphere.
There are too many variables to allow for a systematic mapping of the
complete parameter fields. Thus a limited number of cases were considered,
and the parameter range was chosenprimarily by experience.The solutionsare
obtained using the same numerical model used to investigate modulated convecfion. The one modification required is a change in the dynamic boundary
condition at z - 1 from 'free' (Ou/Oz - 0) to 'rigid' (u - 0). The stress,or
equivalently the vorticity, will no longer be 0 at z - 1, and therefore the net
force on an overlying plate can be estimated. The presenceof a continent is
modeled by its effect on the temperature boundary condition on the upper
surface of the fluid layer.
Figure 13 shows the result for a calculation that considers a continental
temperature anomaly 4 times the depth scalewide and 20.% of the total vertical
temperature change in amplitude. The stream function field shown is still in
the processof spinningup. The time evolution to this time step is (1) horizontal
convectioncell at x - 10.5 spins up first; (2) the Rayleigh-Benard cell under
the continent follows, since it is in a region of relatively high Rayleigh number;

and (3) finally, Rayleigh-Benard cells appear in the low Rayleigh number
region as momentum diffuses away from the horizontal convection cell.
The stress (measured by the vorticity) on an overlying plate at z - 1
can be integrated away from the center of the continental temperature anomaly
and thus provides an estimate of the total force as a function of plate length.
As shown in Figure 13, the flow results in a net tensional force on the plane
.of symmetry of the continent if lengths greater than 5 times the depth are
considered. The total dimensional force is of the order of 10• dynes (using
v = 10•"•,• = 10-•', and D = 108 cgs).
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This type of model for the initiation of sea floor spreadinghas both attractive and troublesomeaspects.In its favor is •he fact that it predicts that
only large continentalmasses,capableof accommodatingthe inner, counterrotating Rayleigh-Benardcells,are potentially unstable.Smallercontinents(fragments
of the original breakup) would be very s•able, sincethe horizontal convection
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cells at their edges would extend under the entire continent and thus insure
stability. It would be interestingto investigate if the still large Europe-Asia
complexshowsevidenceof further breakup.A troublesomeaspectis that such
a model may require a long time to develop, since the existenceof tensional
forceswill dependonthe Rayleigh-Benard'spin-up'time.
The overall conclusionis that, given an appropriateparameterrange, the
stablizing effect of edge cells can be overcomeif a sufficientlylarge continent
is considered.

The model problemsconsideredin this section,which suggesta possible
mechanismfor effectingthe original breakup of continents,are no longervalid
once the lithospherebeginsto move away from the center of spreading.The
moving lithosphere requires a new dynamic boundary condition (u :/: 0)
at the top of the asthenosphereand a mass flux into (at trenches) and out of
(at the ridge axis) the asthenosphere.
The final sectionof this study will consider models that include these conditions,but bet•oreproceedingto these I
shall first considerthe dynamic role of mineralogicalphase changesin the
upper mantle. Phase changesact as sourcesand sinks of both buoyancy and
heat, and it is important. to understand if their effect on fluid motions is sufficiently large that it must be included in the formulation of the final model
problems.

5.

ROLE

OF

PHASE

Seismic results indicate

CHANGES

IN

THE

a series of transitions

ASTHENOSPHERE

or 'discontinuities'

in the

mantle that can be interpretedin terms of phase changesin olivine, pyroxene,
and garnet [Anderson, 1970]. The dynamic role of such phase changes as
modifiersof fluid motionshas beenthe subjectof heuristicargumentsfor many
years [K•opol•, 1964; Verhoogen,1965; Ringwood,1972]. The effect of a phase
change on the stability of a layer of fluid heated from below was first studied
analytically by Busseand Schubert [1971], who used a linearized model. Schubert and Turcotte [1971] subsequentlyapplied the analysis to the olivinespineltransitionin the uppermantle.
The principal result of the linear analysis by Schubert and Turcotte is
summarizedby a stability diagram for Rayleigh-Benard convectionthrough
a phaseboundary (Figure 14). The parametersare defined:

Ra Rayleighnumber;Ra = (ga A TD3/Kv).
$
R•

a measureof the densitydifferencebetweenthe two phases;
S = Ap/[(aD/2)(pg/,• - •)].
Rayleigh numberbasedon energyreleasedby material changingphase;
R• = ga(Q/pC•)D3/Kv.

where g, a, •, v, AT, p, and D have the meaningsgiven previously,and
Ap
Q
•
•

density differencebetweenthe two phases.
heat production (or loss) per unit mass of material changingphase.
vertical temperature gradient.
slopeof Clapeyron curve;
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The effect of a given phase change on the stability of the system can be
estimatedby comparingthe appropriatepoint on the family of neutral curves
to the point S = 0, Ro = 0, which is the critical Rayleigh number (Re) for
the equivalent single-phasesystem. The family of neutral curves indicate that
wheneverRo • 80 the effect of the phasechangeis destabilizing.For Ro • 80,
the two-phase system is more stable than a one-phase system, but convection

through
thephase
boundary
is certainly
stillpossible.
Thephase
boundary
will

appear to be a barrier to vertical motions only if the critical Rayleigh number
for the two-phasesystemis greater than the Rayleigh number required for either
phase to convect alone. Since the depth extent of each phase is less than the
depth of the system as a whole, the Rayleigh number required for either phase
to convectseparatelyis always greaterthan R•rit. The extremecaseoccurswhen
the phaseboundary is at the midpoint of the layer, in which event the Rayleigh
numberrequiredfor separateconvectionis 16R•c•t.
The analytical linear theory is capable of resolving the neutral curve for
convectionthrough a phase boundary but cannot determine the amplitude of
finite solutions.We wish to determine both the dynamic role of a phase change
and the effect of a velocity field on the local elevation of the phase boundary,
and thereforea finite-amplitude,nonlineartheory is required.
Rather than formulate a two-layer model, with each layer representing a
phase,we shall considerthat the pha.sechangeoccursover a finite transition
region.This representationresults in a continuousdensity function that is much
easier to treat mathematically. The model considered is shown in Figure 15.
.
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Fig. 15. Model for convection through a phase boundary.
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as

0 = (T-

ro)/Ar

(44)

then

p = P111-- aATO + a•r(•,

z)]

(45)

where

Ap = (P2- Pl)IPl

(46)

and P(x, z) is the fractionalconcentration
of phase2. If A• << I and , << 1,
•hen the momentumequationaRer •he Boussinesq
approximationbecomes

Dq/Dt
= -pD2/plK2•p
' -{-got
AfD• Oi•
- ApgDS
r(x, z)• +
2

p/•V"q

(47)

whichcanbetransformedinto a vorticity equation,yielding

On/Ot=JOP, •) - •rRaO0/Ox+ •rR,,or/o• + •v •.
(48)
whereRp = gAt•D3/K•,
and a = •/K. Becauseof the large Prandtl number,
equation48 can be approximatedby

v% = R• oo/o• - R• or/o• + 0(l/a)
(49)
The temperature
equationmustbe modifiedto take into accountthe energy
absorbedor releasedas material changesphase.This heat productioncan be
written:

Q•. = oq•.DF/Dt

(50)

whereP is a measureof the concentrationof phase2, and q•. is the heat released
per unit massof material changingfrom phaseI to phase2.
The nondimensional
•emperatureequationbecomes

O0/Ot= J(g,, 0-

Ro/R•r) 4- Ro/R• or/at

(51)

where

Ro= got(q•'/C")DS
The streamfunctionand vorticity are relatedby

v•

=.

(52)

Equations48, 51, and 52 are no longersufficient,sincea new dependent
variableF is nowin the problem.Anotherrelationshipis required,andit is provided
by the Clapeyroncurve,which specifies
the phaseboundaryin temperatureand
pressurecoordinates.If we know the temperature field T(z, z), we can find a
functionZo(•) suchthat T[z, Zo•,•]is alwayson the Clapeyroncurve.The function
Zo•,•canbe interpretedasthe depthto the phaseboundary.If we definethe phase
boundaryas the F = 0.5 (50% concentration
of eachphase)surface,then
determines
the • dependence
of r(•, z). The verticalstructureof F(•, z) is arbitrary
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and is chosenso as to provide a transition zone of reasonablethickness.This
uncertaintyin the verticalstructureof P(x, z) is not very importantin the problem
we are considering.
We canseefrom (49) that OF/Oxis a sourceterm in a Poisson
equation,and therefore,as longas the phasetransitionzonethickness
is small
compared
to the total depthof the fluid, the exactverticalstructureof F is unimportantcompared
to the total changein F across
the zone.The sameargument
regardingtotal sourcestrengthversusexactsourcedistributioncan be madein
connectionwith the temperatureequation(51).

Theequations
governing
a two-phase
systemare49, 51, 52, andthe Clapeyron
relation. This set of equations,along with the boundaryconditionsshownin

Figure15,havebeensolved
numerically
fortwoclasses
of problems:
(1) horizontal
convectiondriven primarily by temperaturevariationson the boundaries,and
(2) Rayleigh-Benard
convection.
Horizontalconvection
is the more usefulof
the two in estimatingthe effectof the phasechangeonthe structureof the resulting
flow. Horizontal convection has more freedom in its horizontal structure than

Rayleigh-Benard
convection
whichis limitedto a discretewave-number
spectrum
by the finite horizontaldimension
of the domainof calculation.
The RayleighBenardmodelon the otherhandhasthe importantadvantagethat it will provide
an estimateof numericalaccuracywhen compared•vith analyticalresults.

Figure16 is typicalof horizontalconvection
througha phaseboundary.The
nondimensional
temperatureand streamfunctionfieldsare shown,as well as the
dimensional
changein elevationof the F = 0.5 surface(whenthe depthis dimensionalized
usingD = 1000kin). The temperatureboundaryconditions
are t• -- 1
at z = 0 and t•rangingfrom0 to 0.2 at z = 1, asindicatedby the intersection
of
the isothermswith the boundary.The dynamicboundaryconditionsare w = 0
andw,, = 0 (free)at z = 0 andz = 1. Periodicboundaryconditions
are imposed
at x = 0 and x = 25, whichare satisfiedby considering
the temperatureto be

symmetric
andthe streamfunctionantisymmetric
aroundx = 12.5.The concentration functionF(x, z) is suchthat the transitionfrom one phaseto another
occursover a depth of 0.1D. The constantTo must also be specifiedbecause
togetherwith AT it determines
the meandepthof the phaseboundary.In the
caseshownin Figure 16, To is 1200•C, and the remainingparameters,R•, R•,
andRo, havevaluesof 100,1600,and24, respectively.
The slopeof the Clapeyron

curve(Q•p•p•/ApT)
isdetermined
onceRoandR• arespecified.
A slope
of6•Ckm-•
is consistentwith the abovevaluesof Ro and R•. This slope,whichwe shallconsider

constant,is approximately
the estimatedvaluefor the forsterite-spinel
transition
[Anderson,1970].

To get an idea of the effectof the phasechangein this parameterrange,we
cancompareFigure16 with Figure11, whichis the samecalculation
with R• and
Ro set to 0. The phasechangeincreases
the amplitudeby a factorof 3, but the
structureof the solutionis unchanged.The increasedamplitudewhen the phase
changeis presentis not surprising.
The family of neutralcurvesin Figure14
suggest
that the caseR• = 24, R• = 1600(S = 2) is moreunstablethan R• = 0,
R• = 0. The depthto the phaseboundaryas measured
by the F = 0.5 surfaceis
greaterin warmerregionsof the fluid,whichonewouldexpectfor all caseswith
positive Clapeyron slope.
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Figure
17shows
theeffect
ofvarying
theRayleigh
number
ontheamplitude of horizontal convection.The amplitude can be seen to be a linear œunction of R•, as one would expectin a forcedproblem.For comparison,the amplitude versusR• curve for Ro - 0, R• = 0 is also shown.One can see that the

effectof the phasechangeis to increasethe amplitudeby a factor of about3.
In all the casesconsideredin making the graphs in Figure 17, no effect of
the phasechangeon the structureof the resultingflow was observed.The overall
conclusionis that a phase change in the'parameter range consideredincreases
the amplitude by a factor of 3 but does not changethe structure of the flow.
We now proceedto considerthe effect of a phase change on RayleighBenard convection. Two groups of numerical experiments were considered.
The first group was designedto determine the critical Rayleigh number of
Rayleigh-Benard convectionthrough a phase boundary. The numerically determinedcritical Rayleigh number can then be comparedwith the appropriate

pointonthefamilyof neutral
curves
in Figure14.Thesecond
group
of experimentsexplorethe finite amplituderegime.
The critical Rayleigh number for the two-phasesystemwas estimatedby
varying the Rayleigh number until two values sufficientlyclose together were
found such that perturbations grew for one value and decayed for the other.
The growth or decay of the perturbations was determined by observing the
temperature and vorticity field over long periods of time. Such a method of
estimatingthe critical Rayleigh number is very costly in terms of computer
time owing to the small growth or decay rates near the neutral curve. For
this reason,only three caseswere considered'
Ro=0

S=2

Ro = 240

S = 0

Ro = 100

S = 2

In all three casesthe phasechangeoccursat a mean depth of D/2 (specified
3OO

/

200

RA

i
100

iIII
.2

NONDIMENSIONAL

.4

.6

AMPLITUDE

Fig. 17. Amplitude of horizontal convection through
a phase boundary as a function of the Rayleigh number. Asterisk indicates RQ -- 0 and Rp -- 0. Dotted
circle indicates_RQ/R• -- 0.24 and R•/R• -- 6/i7.
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by T•) and the boundariesare free so that the numerical model reproducesthe
sameproblemconsideredin the linear theory.
The numerical critical Rayleigh numbers can be compared with their
analytically predicted value by plotting them on a graph of the relevant
analytical neutral curves as shown in Figure 18. The excellent agreement between the numerical results and the linear theory can be taken as a measure
of the accuracyof the numerical techniquesused. As was previously discussed,

the choiceof a finite phasetransition•one of thickness0.1D, insteadof a sharp
discontinuity as assumedin the linear theory, has no observableeffect on the
stability of the fluid.
We now consider the finite-amplitude regime. Figure 19 shows a typical

caseof steadyRayleigh-Benardconvectionthrougha phaseboundary.The
boundary conditionsare
t•=

0

w=wzz=0

z=

0=

1

w=wz,=0

z=0

1

Periodic boundary conditionsare imposedat x - 0 and x - 25, which are
satisfiedif the temperature field is symmetric and the stream function is antisymmetric about x - 12.5. The nondimensionalparameters are R• - 500, Rv
= 800, and Ro - 120, and this choiceimplies a Clapeyron slope of 6øC km-•.
These parameters will result from a vertical temperature change of 500øC,
Ap - 0.08, and qr.- 40 cal g-• when gaDa/Kv-- 1. These valuesfor Ap and
are the values suggestedby Schubert and Turcotte [1971] as typical of the
olivine-spinel transition in the upper mantle. The effect of the phase change
I

I

I

I

RA

1600

S--O

S=1

160
S=5

I

,,I

.8

8

RQ

I

I,

80

800

Fig. 18. N.umericalcritical Rayleigh numbersfor three test casesand analytical neutral
curves for convection through a phase boundary.
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is clearly destabilizing,sinceR• = 500 is subcriticalin the absenceof a phase
change.The phaseboundary(r - 0.5 surface)hasperiodicchangesin elevation
that result from the horizontal variations of the temperature field. The phase
boundary is at shallowerdepth in regionsof down-welling,since the downwellingpromoteslocally coolertemperatures.
It is interestingto comparethe amplitude of Rayleigh-Benardconvection
througha phaseboundaryto the amplitudeof single-phaseconvection.Figure
20 showsthe steady-stateamplitudeof both these casesas a function of the
Rayleighnumber.The paramenterrangewas chosento includea phasechange
having the propertiesof the olivine-spineltransition in the upper mantle. The
effect of the phase changeis to increasethe amplitude of Rayleigh-Benard
convection for all values of R•.

The amplitudeof steady Rayleigh-Benardconvectionin a single-phase
systemcanbe written in termsof the Rayleighnumberas

A = Cl[(Sa-- Sa)/Sa]1/2

RA

lOOO

500

0
MAXIMUM

I

I

10

20

NONDIMENSIONAL

30

VERTICAL

VELOCITY

RA

1000

'-'

o

50O

0

CHANGE

FROM

i

i

i

i

5

10

15

20

IN

MEAN

ELEVATION

OF PHASE

BOUNDARY

VALUE

Fig. 20. Effect of a phase change on amplitude of RayleighBenard

convection

and effect of convection

on the elevation

of the phase boundary. Dotted circle indicates RQ/R,• -- 0.24
and R•,/RQ -- 6.67. Cross mark indicates R• -- 0 and R• -- 0.
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where

Rc the critical Rayleigh number;RcC• constant; C• - 10.88.

657.5.

The amplitude data for convectionthrough a phase boundary can be fitted
by a similar relation if C• - 23 and Rc- 450. This suggeststhat for Rayleigh
numbers greater than 1000 the effect of the phase change will be to increase
the amplitudeby a factor of approximately2.
Figure 20 also showsthe effect of finite-amplitude convectionon the elevation of the phaseboundary for the same three casesshown in the upper graph.
Therefore vertical velocitiescan be related to changesin phaseboundary elevation. If the velocity is dimensionalizedby usingD -- 1000 km and K - 10-2 cm2
sec-•, then a vertical velocity of 0.1 cm yr-• results in approximately a 15-km
changein the phaseboundaryelevationfrom its meanvalue.
Figure 21 showsthe effect of changingthe mean depth at which the phase
changeoccurs.The mean depth of the phase changeis 0.75D. The variations in
the phase boundary depth are no longer sinusoidaland show definite 'peaking'
on the side away from the nearest boundary. Similar peaking away from the
nearest boundary is found if the phase change is at shallow depth. No good
explanationfor this effecthas beenfound.
Up to this point we have restrictedour attention to phasechangeswith posi-

tive Clapeyronslopes.
AhrensandSyono[1967]suggest
that the transformation
of Mg2Si04in the spinelstructureto periclaseand SiO• in the stishovitestructure,
which occursat an averagedepth of 800 km, has a negative Clapeyron slope.A
numerical calculation was performed by using their parameters for this reaction.
The hope was that a phasechangewith negative slopewould prove a barrier to
vertical motions and thus provide a determinable lower boundary •o the asthenosphere.The calculationsshowedthat a phasechangehaving the propertiesof the
spinel-stishovitetransition is mildly stabilizing (comparedwith no phasechange),
but it is not a barrier •o vertical motions.Figure 22 showsthe resultsfor Rayleigh
number 2000. The principal effect of the negative slope of the Clapeyron curve is
that now the phase boundary is at shallower depth in regionsof up-welling.
It is at first surprisingto find that changingthe slopeof the Clapeyron curve
from positiveto negativehas so little effecton flowsthrough the phaseboundary.
This lack of dramatic effect can bes• be understoodby considering•he equation
governingthe system.The vorticity equationis

•7• = R• OT/Ox-- R• or/ox
If the Clapeyron curve has positiveslope,then OT/Ox and Or/Ox have everywhere
oppositesign, as can be seenin Figure 22. Therefore both thesesourcesgenerate
vorticity of the same sign. This implies that the term R• Or/Ox is destabilizing.
On the other hand, cellular motions will causeheat to be released in regions of
down-wellingand absorbedin regionsof up-welling. This has the effectof decreasing horizontal temperature gradients and thus degradesa source of vorticity.
If the Clapeyron curve has negativeslope,a similar line of reasoningleadsone to
concludethat the term R• Or/Ox is now a sink for vorticity generatedby OT/Ox,
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whereasthe energy of phase changeenhancesthe sourceOT/Ox. The difference
betweenthe positive and negative Clapeyron slope casesis that the roles of the

twoopposing
dynamical
properties
ofthephase
change
arereversed.
The questionof whether phase changesmust be included in the formulation
of subsequentmodel problems can now be considered.One of the principal
dynamic effectsof a phase changeis to shift the critical Rayleigh number. This
does not seem to be of great importance (to subsequentmodels) if we note that
the amplitude of Rayleigh-Benard convectiondependson the difference between
the actual and the critical Rayleigh number and that the actual Rayleigh number in the upper mantle is not known within an order of magnitude.It is unnecessary to specifythe critical Rayleigh number exactly when suchuncertainty exists
regardingthe actual Rayleigh number.In the caseof horizontalconvection,phase
changes (in the parameter range considered) increased the amplitude of the
motion by a factor of 3. A potential error of a factor of 3 cannot be very important if we do not know the proper value (K/D) to use in redimensionalizingthe
model velocities.The final point is that, although phase changesmay effect the
amplitude, t.hey have very little effect on the structure of the flow. The overall
conclusionis that until we have better estimates of the parameters pertinent to
asthenosphere
motions,the dynamic effect of phasechangescan be ignoredin the
subsequentmodelproblems.
Once modelsof particular geophysicalinterest are found, it may be useful to
includephasechangesas a secondstep. We would includethe phasechanges,not
so much becauseof their effect on the motions, but rather to estimate the effect
of the motions on the phase boundary elevation. Changesin phase boundary elevation may be detectableby geophysicaltechniques[Julian, 1970] and thus could
provide a way of testingthe validity of any givenmodel.
6.

LITHOSPHERE-ASTHENOSPHERE

MODELS

All the previousmodel problemstreat the asthenosphereas separablefrom
the lithosphere.Thesepro.blemswere sufficientto answerspecificquestionsabout
possibleflows in the asthenospherebut cannot be thought of as dynamic models
of sea floor spreading.The completedynamics of present-day sea floor spreading
can only be studied by using coupledlithosphere-asthenosphere
modelsfor the
following reasons' (1) the motion of a lithosphericplate is a very strong source
of vorticity; (2) a moving lithosphere implies a net mass flux in the asthenospherefrom trench to ridge; and (3) the subductionof lithosphericmaterial into
the asthenosphereresults in dynamically significant temperature and density
variations.

In this section we shall investigate two lithosphere-asthenosphere
models
that reflect the geometry shown in Figure 2. The first model considersthe left
half of the figure and accordingly is called the Pacific model. The secondmodel
(Atlantic model) reflectsthe geometryof the right half of Figure 2.
a. Pacific model. The geometry and nondimensionalboundary conditions
of the Pacific model are shownin Figure 23.
The portion of the figure marked by diagonal lines representsthe lithosphere
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Fig. 23. Pacificmodel.

witha ridgeat x - L anda subduction
zoneat x - 0.Thegeometry
ofthemodel
is considered
to be unchanging
evenwhenthe lithosphere
moves(VL :/: 0),
because
materialis continuously
addedto the plateat the ridge(x - L) andis

lostatdepth
under
thetrench
(x- 0).Weareignoring
changes
ingeometry
that
resultfromthemigration
of thesiteof subduction,
thephilosophy
beingthat if

we canfind a viablemodelthat doesnot dependin any importantway on the

exactgeometry,
themodelwill bevalidevenif thegeometry
is changing
slowly.
Thetemperature
boundary
conditions
areapplied
to a largerdomain(-l •
x • L, 0 • z • 1.1)thanarethekinematic
anddynamic
boundary
conditions
(0 • x • L, 0 • z • 1.0).Thetemperature
boundary
condition
at x - -l and
x - L results
fromassuming
themodelto havegeometric
symmetry
aboutx - -l
andx - L. Thelithosphere
contains
heatsources
suchthat0 - 1.2at z - 1. If
wedimensionalize
thetemperature
by usingAT - 1000øC,
thiswouldresultin a
geophysically
reasonable
temperature
of 1200øC
at thebaseofthelithosphere.
The dynamic
andkinematic
boundary
conditions,
shownin Figure23 in
termsof thevorticiW
v andstream
function
q•,havet,hefollowing
physical
interpretation.
At z - 1.0thefluidmustmove
withthevelocity
oftheoverlying
plate,
andtherefore
q• - --VL.Thecondition
q•- q•T,
a constant,
comes
fromrequiring
that the horizontalmassflux in the asthenosphere
balancethe massflux implied

by Vt. If wechoose
q•- 0 at z - 0,thenmassconservation
requires

x.x
fo
•,dz=•ox
•,dz+

•,dz=0

which,
when
evaluated,
results
inq•T- 0.iVy.Similarly,
theboundary
conditions
at x - 0, 0.3 • z • 1.0require
thatthe fluidmovewithvelocityV•. The
boundary
z - 0 isnotmoving,
andthusfluidvelocities
mustvanish
there,which
canbespecified
byrequiring
thatq•andq•be0. Thecondition
• - 0 andv - 0
onx - L resultfromthegeometric
symmetry
of theproblem
aboutx - L. The

boundary
conditions
ontheasthenosphere
arecompleted
by specifying
aninflux
ofmass
at x - 0, 0 • z • 0.3andanoutflow
at theridge(x - L). Thevelocity
profile
at x - 0 waschosen
to havethevertical
structure
of a sech
• centered
at
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z = 0.15.Theoutflow
profileistakento beconstant.
A finalcondition
is imposed
by requiringthat • - 0 for x • 0. This condition
impliesonlythat we are
ignoring
theadvection
of heatin theregion
to theleft of thedowngoing
slab.
If wecanfinda wayto specify
VL,weneedonlycalculate
.q•and• overa simple
rectangular domain 0 • x • L and 0 • z • 1.0.

The velocityof the lithosphere,
if steady,resultsfroma balancebetweenthe

viscous
stresses
ontheplateandanyexternalforcesactingonit. Severalauthors
[McKenzie,1969;Turcotteand Schubert,1971] haveindicatedthat the subductedlithosphere
is denser
thanthe materialit penetrates
andis thereforesub-

jectedto a negative
buoyancy
force.Thebalance
of forces
onthe lithospheric
plate can be written:

• dx +

az dz = Fg

(53)

whereaxandazaretheviscous
stresses
ontheplateandFgis thetotalnegative
buoyancy
force.In principle,
thenegative
buoyancy
forcecanbedetermined
by
usingthe temperature
fieldsolution
calculated.
However,it is preferable
to use
thevaluesreported
by TurcotteandSchubert,
sincetheiranalysis
of thethermal
regime
of thedowngoing
slabis muchmoresophisticated
thanthepresent
more
generalformulationpermits.

Oneapproach
to themodel
problem
isto prescribe
VL,calculate
thestresses,
andthenuse(53) to findthenegative
buoyancy
forcerequired
to maintainthe
prescribed
V•. The requiredbuoyancy
canbecompared
to thereported
valuesto
find if a viablemodelresults.Usingthis approach,
numericalsolutions
were
obtained for variousvaluesof V•.

Figure24 showsthe nondimensional
temperature
and streamfunctionfield

fora case
in whichRa- 10• andV• - 300.A nondimensional
velocity
of300corresponds
to a dimensional-plate
velocityof 1 cm yr-• if K - 10-• cm2 sec
-• and

D - 1000km.Whenthesevaluesof K andD areused,thefigurerepresents
a
dimensional
timeof 7 x 10?yearsafterthebeginning
of subduction.

Thetemperature
fieldwasallowed
to reacha steady
statebefore
thevelocity
boundary
conditions
wereimposed.
Once
motions
begin,
theisotherms
arewarped
by thedowngoing
slab.Thefluidto theleft of theslabis quiescent,
whereas
the
fluidontherightmustsatisfya no-slipboundary
condition.
By comparing
the
temperatures
on eithersideof the slab,oneconcludes
that the effectof advection

in the surrounding
asthenosphere
is to reduce
horizontal
temperature
gradients
near the slab.

Thestreamfunction
fieldis morecomplicated
thanexpected.
Thelarge-scale
flowis a vortex,drivenprimarilyby themovingboundaries,
whose
centeris well
abovethe midpointof the fluid layer.A smallerregionof closedcirculationcan
beseennearthedowngoing
slab.Thesecharacteristics
of theflowpersisted
even
in cases
wheretheRayleigh
number
wasassmallas1,whichindicates
thatthey
mustbeproperties
of thesolution
of the biharmonic
equation
v4.• - 0.
Pan andAcrivos[1966]havesolvedthe biharmonic
for lowReynolds
num-

ber,steady
flowin a rectangular
cavity
where
themotion
isdriven
bytheuniformtranslation
of a boundary.
Theyfindthatthestructure
of theflowis very
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Fig. 24. Pacificmodel with R• = 104,VL : 300 (1 cm yr-•)
and time -- 0.01045(•7 X 10• yrs) after subductionbegins.
Top: temperature contours from 0 to 1.60. Bottom: stream
function, contours from 0 to 80.0.

dependent
on the aspectratio of the cavity.The shallowest
layer they consider
hasan aspectratioD/L of 0.25 (Figure24 hasan aspectratio of approximately
0.15). For the shallowest
case,they find that the centerof the large vortex is
centeredat D/3. Figure 25a,taken from their paper,showsthis result.If the flow

in the cavityis drivenby its shorterboundary,a primarycell of aspectratio 1
develops
nearthe movingboundary.
Weakercellsfill the restof the domain,but
their amplitudeis smallerby a factorof 104 (Figure25e). Sincethe biharmonic
operatoris linear,we cansuperimpose
flows25a, e. Sucha superposition
confirms
the generalcharacteristics
of the flowin Figure24.
Having gaineda measureof confidence
in our solution,we can considerthe
questionof the negativebuoyancyrequiredto move a lithosphericplate at
geophysically
reasonable
rates.If the plate is movingwith constantvelocity,

the total viscousdragexertedby the fluid belowis a measureof the negative
buoyancyof the downgoing
slab (equation53). Figure26 summarizes
the results
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Fig. 26. Lithosphere velocity as a function of total negative buoyancy of subducted slab from Pacific model with
R•-

104.

of three numerical calculationsand showsthe buoyancy force required to maintain a given plate velocity. The total force and velocity have been dimensionalized usingK - 10-2 cm2 sec-•, D - 1000 km, and • - 10•2 poises.The published
estimatesof total negative buoyancy [McKenzie, 1969; Turcotte and Schubert,
1971] are in the range 10•6-10•7 dynes.Theseestimatesresult in modelspreading
velocities in the range 1-10 cm yr -•, which is the range of observed spreading
rates. The agreementin plate velocity between this model and observationsdoes
dependon the value of the physical quantities used in dimensionalizingthe velocity, and, as previouslypointed out, thesequantities are not known exactly. Keeping this note of caution in mind, the principal conclusionsderived from this model
problem are that (1) the moving plates are themselvesan important source of
vor•icity and drive a large primary vortex with a smaller region of closedcirculation near the downgoingslab, and (2) the negative buoyancy is always an important dynamical quantity and is sufficientto explain, observed spreading rates if
presentestimatesof the physicalquantities involved are correct.
The implicit assumptionis made that the negative buoyancy force can be
transmitted to the overlying lithosphere. What happens if the downgoingslab
is not mechanically coupled to the overlying lithospheric plate? Since this
mechanical decouplingis true for plates bordering the Atlantic ridge (Figure 2),
we proceedto investigatewhat I have called the Atlantic model.
b.

Atlantic

model.

The

formulation

of the Atlantic

model

differs

from

formulation of the Pacific model in two ways. First, since the overlying lithosphereis no longer directly coupledto the downgoingslab, the balance of forces
on the lithospherebecomessimply

ffe•dx=0

(54)

Fig. 25. (Opposite) Solution of the biharmonic equation in a rectangle with uniform
translation of one boundary [after Pan and Acrivos, 1967]. A is aspect ratio defined as
depth over width.
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when V• is constant. The second difference is tha• the heat sources within the

lithospherehave beenredistributedto simulate the thermal effect of the continent
embeddedin the Atlantic plate. Aside from thesetwo changes,the model is the
sameas the oneshownin Figure 23.
The model problemis to be solvednumerically.We can no longerspecify V•
a priori, as we could in the Pacific model, since•here are no external forceson the
pla•e besides•he viscousstresses.The velocity of the plate is found using a relaxation technique that varies V• until the stressconstraint (54) is satisfied •o a
prescribedaccuracy. Such a procedureis convergentbut costly, since for every
new value of V• in the iteration a new interior flow must be calculated (V• is a
boundary condition on the interior flow). This method for finding V• is formally
valid only if V•. is constantwith time. However, sincethe overlyingplate will respond almost instantaneously to changes in the interior flow (the time scale
being inverselyproportionalto the viscosity), the methodwill be usedeven when
V• is a slowlyvarying functionof time.
Figure 23 assumesthat the velocity of the downgoingslab is equal to the
velocity of the lithospheric plate. In •he physical problem •ha• motivates this
figure,the rate of subductiondependson •he sumof the velocity of the two plates
convergingat the trench. Therefore we can also considercaseswhere the ra•e
of subductionis grea•er than the velocity of the Atlantic plate alone.
The first questionwe can considerusing the Atlantic model is the efficiency
of a single convective cell in moving an overlying plate. A series of numerical
experimentswith a single cell driven by horizontal temperature variations on
the boundaries were calculated. The results indicate tha• a single cell generates a plate velocity approximately equal to the maximum cell velocity
multiplied by the ratio of the width of the cell •o the length of the overlying
plate. We thus have a 'rule of thumb' that sta•es:

=

(55)

where

maximum cell velocity.
H

width

L

length of the overlying plate.

of cell.

Furthermore, since the integral constraint used to find VL is independent of
viscosity, the rule of thumb is also independent of viscosity.
Figure 27 is an example of the Atlantic model in which the Rayleigh number
is 104 and the rate of subductionequals VL. The lithospherecontainsa continent
extendingfrom the subductionzone at x = 0.6 to x = 5. In the early stagesof
spin-up (Figure 27a), the edge cell at x = 5, driven by the thermal presence
of the continent, is the dominant feature of the flow. The nondimensionalvelocity
of the overlying plate (-2.0) is approximately 1/3U,n•, as the rule of thumb
would suggest. At a later stage (Figure 27b), R.ayleigh-Benard cells have
reachedsignifican•amplitude, and •heir effec• is to slow the plate and eventually

bring i• to rest. The variation in cell sizeis due •o the many mechanisms
presen•
in •he model tha• can add to or de•rac• from Rayleigh-Benard convection.
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Even with the Rayleigh number equal t•o lif t, the maximum dimensionalplate
velocity reached was only 10-2 cm yr -• (where K = 10-2 cm sec-• and D =
1000 km). The conclusiondrawn from this case and similar caseswith different

aspect ratios is that only small velocitiesare achievedif the plates are driven
solely by the viscoustraction of thermally driven flows.The fact that the Rayleigh-Benard cells can overcomethe edge cell has been seen before in connection
with the breakupproblem.
Fortunately, we still have the freedom of consideringmodels in which the
rate of subductionis greater than the velocity of the overlying plate. Figure 28
representsthe same calculation as Figure 27, only that now the rate of sub-

duction
is 3VL.Theresulting
platevelocityis greaterandtheRayleigh-Benard
cells no longer bring the plate to rest. The effect of the rate of subductioncan
be seenin Figure 29, in which the plattevelocity as a function of tame is shown
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for variousratesof subduerionW. The velocityof the lithospheregrowsinitially
as the edgecell spinsup. As Rayleigh-Benardcellsreachsignifican
t amplitude,

the plate velocitybeginsto decrease.
If the rate of subdu•tion
is sufficiently
large, it begins•o bias the Rayleigh-Benardcells in such a way that the plate
velocity beginsto increas•again.
Figure 30 is a better illustration of the role of the downgoingslab as a
modifierof Rayleigh-Benardcells. The aspectratio in this caseis about 0.3;
this enhancesthe effect of the slab, which is being subductedat a rate of 2Vr•.
The rate of subducQonis sufficientlylarge in this caseto virtually destroythe
Rayleigh-Benard cells.The dimensionalvelocity in this example is 0.1 ½myr-•.
These Atlantic models suggest that convection, either in the RayleighBenard sense or driven by horizontal temperature gradients of the order of
100øC/1000 km, is a relatively inefficientmechanismfor driving an overlying
plate. Furthermore,if the modelsincludesignificantlylarge (but geophysically
reasonable) lithospheric velocities, it appears that cellular convection is no
longer a physically realizable flow. This suggeststhat the role of the downgoing
slab, even when not directly coupled to the overlying lithosphere,is essential
in obtainingreasonableplate velocities.
The effect of a de½oupled
downgoingslab can be estimatedby using a different approach. Let us assumefor the moment a subducQonrate of Vs. The
calculation of Pan and Arivos (Figure 24) tells us that a cell of aspect ratio
I results.Then, by using the rule of thumb (55), we find that the lithospheric
plate, even though de½oupled,will move with a velocity VL -- Vs(D/L),
where D is the depth extent of the asthenosphere,and L is the distance from
trench to ridge. This result implies that, even when not mechanicallycoupledto
a lithospheric plate, the downgoing slab can generate velocities of the order
of 1 cm yr -•.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

The three principal requirementsof a dynamical model of sea floor spreading are given below.
1. The model must generate net forces on the lithosphere capable of first
breaking it and must then transport the resulting fragments away from the
original fracture.

2. Once the lithosphere begins to move away from the fracture, the
asthenospheremust balance the mass flux implied by this motion.
3. These first two requirementsmust be satisfied in a length of time, the
mostupperboundof which is the ageof the earth.
In terms of these requirements, the most important conclusionsderived
from the various modelproblemsare restated below.
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Rayleigh-Benardconvection:
1. Generatesperiodicstresses
and thus no net forceon an overlyingplate.

2. Does not satisfy the requiredmass transportin the asthenosphere
from trench to ridge.

Combined horizontal and Rayleigh-Benard convection:
1. Can providea net forceon an overlyingplate.

2. Suggests
a break-upmechanism
for largecontinentalmasses,
in relation
to which smaller continents are stable.

3. Does not satisfy required mass transport in the asthenosphere.
Phase changes:

1. Can increaseor decreasecritical Rayleigh numberof Rayleigh-Benard
convection.

2. Can increaseor decreasefinite amplitudesby a numericalfactor of the
order of one. The olivine-spineltransition increasesthe amplitudeof convection by a factor of about two.
3.

Do not affect the structure of the flow.

4. Vary in depthowingto advected
heat,andthesevariationsmay provide
a viable test of kinematic models of the asthenosphere.
Pacific model:

1. Produceslithosphericvelocitiesof the same order as geophysically,
interpretedplate velocities.

2. Satisfiesmasstransportrequirementin the asthenosphere.
3. Has growthtime very shortcomparedto the age of the earth.
Atlantic

model:

1. P'roduces
only small plate velocitiesif the lithosphereis driven solely
by themally generatedflows.

2. Is suchthat sufficientlylarge and consistentplate velocitiesresult if
the rate of subduerion
of a mechanicallyalecoupled
(from Atlantic plate) downgoingslab_
is greaterthan the Atlanticplate velocityitself.
3. Satisfiesmasstransportrequirementin the asthenosphere.
4. Has growthtime shortcompared
with ageof the earth.

The most importantdynamicalconclusion
derivedfrom the sequence
of
modelproblemsis the preeminence
of the subdueted
lithosphere
amongthe
drivingmechanisms
considered.
The downgoing
slab, by virtue of its large
negativebuoyancy,
is capableof directlydrivingthe Pacificplateandindirectly
drivingthe Atlanticplate at geophysically
reasonable
velocities.
Even if the
negativebuoyancy
hasbeenexaggerated,
a movinglithosphere
and downgoing
slabimpose
velocityboundary
conditions
that cannotbe ignoredin any discussion of flows in the asthenosphere.

The complete
setof modelproblems
aresuggestive
of the followingsequence
of events.A majorcontinental
massis fracturedby the viscous
traction,on the
baseof the lithosphere,
of thermallydrivenflows.Sincethismechanism
is found
to be incapable
of generating
largeplatevelocities,
the fractureneednot lead
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to significant spreading.The widespreadexistenceof continental scale rifting
throughoutthe geologicrecordmay be evidenceof frustratedspreadingattempts.
If, on •he other hand, •he •hermally driven spreadingexceedsa critical length,
subduc•ionof the lithospherebegins,and a new elemententers•he dynamicsof
•he system.This seconds•age,driven primarily by •he negativebuoyancyof the
downgoingslab, is both fas• (1-10 cm yr-•) and irreversible. This s•age also
implies •ha• pla•es supplyingthe subduetedmaterial move fastest. This sequence
of events is really just •he gravitational instability of lithosphericpla•es to
finite amplitude perturbations provided by •hermally driven flows.
APPENDIX'

NUMERICAL

FORMULATION

OF

MODEL

PROBLEMS

The most general set oœnondimensionalequations that we encounter are
thosegoverninga two-phasesystem.They are

o0/ot = J(g,, 0 - Ro/R•r) + Ro/R. or/or + •o
•,• = R. OT/Ox- R,, or/ox

(56)
(57)
(58)

where
0

temperature.

vorticity.
stream function.

fractional concentrationof denserphase.

Rayleighnumberbasedon typicaltemperaturescale;R• = gaATD3/K•.
Rayleigh number based on fractional change in density between the

two phases(Ap); R• = gapD3/K•.
Ro

Rayleigh number based on energy releasedper unit mass of material

changing
phase(qL);RQ = ga(qL/C•)D3/•y.
The effect of the phase change can be s.uppressed
by choosingR• - 0 and
Ro -0.
The most generalboundary conditions,in terms of a normal coordinate• and
a tangential coordinate•, are Tr=o = T(•); fr=o = f(•), which specifiesthe velocity
normal to the boundary;and 0f/0•r=o = $(•), which specifiesthe velocity along
the boundary.
The temperature equation can be integrated by using the explicit scheme
of Du[ort and Frankel [1953]. The finite differenceanalogueto (56) becomes
n+ 1

O•.i

n-- 1

-- O•.i

2At

J•(•' o• - Ro/R,r)
• + Ro/R, Atn q- 0•_•.•n -- 0,.•n+l -- 0•.in--1)
q- (1/Ax)2(0,+•,•

,•+•'•q- O,,i- 1n -- 0,.•n+l -- 0,.•n--1
q- (1/Az)2(O•
)

(59)

where n measuresthe time step and the subscripts{ and j are the ß and z grid
points,respectively.We write Ja (a, fi), the Jacobianoperator,usingthe Arakawa
[1966] scheme,which conserves•, •, /S, and •a.
To find 0•,••+•, w•eneed r..• We assumethat the phaseboundarycorresponds
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to the surface r = 0.5 (50% concentrationof each phase). The depth to the
phase boundary (Zoo) at each x distance is defined by the intersectionof the
Clapeyroncurve, written in temperaturedepth coordinates,and the local temperature gradient. The intersection of these two curves can be found by using
any standard technique.Once we find Zo?, we specify F•.jn as
- 0.511+ tanh (Zo•n - j(Az))L]

(60)

The vertical structureof F was specifiedto be a hyperbolictangent centeredat
Zo• and varying on a vertical length scale L. The effect of the arbitrariness in
our choiceof vertical s•ructureis discussedin the sectionon the role of phase
changes.It was found that as long as L is small comparedwith the depth of the
fluid, the exact vertical structure of F is of no consequence.Having defined
I•i,jn, we can find Oi,j•+• from (59).
The numerical, advectivestability conditionrequiresthat At, the time step,
satisfy U•.At/$ ( 1, where U• is the maximum velocity and 8 the grid spacing.
Even •hough the Dufort-Frankel schemedoes not explicitly require it, I found
that it is best to also satisfy a diffusive stability condition,At ( •.
Once we have the updated (n .+ 1) temperature field, r can be updated,
and thus the sourceterms in the vorticity equationsare determined.Both the
vorticity equation (57) and the stream function equation (58) are Poisson
equations, which are solved by using a noniterative scheme developed by
Buneman [ 1969].
If we considerstress-freeboundaries,the vorficity is 0 everywhere on the
boundaries,and (57) and (58) can be solveddirectly. If we considerthe more
generalcaseof moving,'rigid' boundaries,the kinematicand dynamicboundary
conditionsare specifiedin terms of the stream function alone. There is no direct
way in which•he dynamicboundarycondition(0•/0•)r_-o = •(•) canbe transformed
into a conditionon the vorficity. This becomesclearif we considerthat the vorficity
is proportionalto the stresson the boundary, and the stressis unknown until
we actually solve the problem.
An iterative method, suggestedby Israeli [1970], is used to obtain the
vorticity on the boundariesconsistentwith the dynamic boundary condition on
the streamfunction.The generaliteration formula is
-•,o -- •,o + •L\O•/,,o

,:I:,,

(61)

where the boundaryis at j = 0, K is an iteration counter,and • is a convergence
parameter chosenby trial and error.
The normal derivative of the stream function on the boundary can be
written

in finite difference form as

(3/AZ)
o•K/o•i,O
-- (81•i'1K
-- •i'2K-71•i'0K)
Substitutionof (62) into (61) yields

•+•-_ w•,.o
• d-(1-- w)(8g,,.•--(az)
•k,,•-- 7•k,
•,.o
.o•) _ 3,I,i/AZ (63)
when•o-- (3/AZ)(1 -- w).
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The iteration formula (63) requiresan initial 'guess'of ,•,oK and the value
of the vorticity from the previoustime step is the best guessavailable. The
iteration in K requires that we solve both the vorticity and stream function
equationsfor each K. Once w,•K+•.-- m,o
K --+ E for E << 1, then the dynamic
boundary conditionis satisfiedto an accuracyof --+E/(o (see equation 61).
The overall accuracy of the numerical schemefor solving equations (56)
through (58) is bestestimatedby comparingthe numericalresultswith analytical
results. Such comparisonsare made throughout this study.
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